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ABSTRACT

The agriculture sectors in Canada are highly vulnerable to a wide range of inter-related

weather risks linked to seasonal climate variability (e.g., El Niño Southern Oscillation

(ENSO)), short-term extreme weather events (e.g., heatwaves), and emergent disease

(e.g., grape powdery mildew). All of these weather-related risks can cause severe crop

losses to agricultural crop yield and crop quality as Canada grows a wide range of

farm products, and the changing weather conditions mainly drive farming practices.

This dissertation presents three machine learning-based statistical models to assess

the weather risks on the Canadian agriculture regions and to provide reliable risk

forecasting to improve the decision-making of Canadian agricultural producers in

farming practices.

The first study presents a multi-scale, cluster-based Principal Component Analysis

(PCA) approach to assess the potential seasonal impacts of ENSO to spring wheat

and barley on agricultural census regions across the Canada prairies areas. Model

prediction skills for annual wheat and barley yield have examined in multi-scale from

spatial cluster approaches. The ’best’ spatial models were used to define spatial

patterns of ENSO forcing on wheat and barley yields. The model comparison of

our spatial model to non-spatial models shows spatial clustering and ENSO forcing
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have increase model performance of prediction skills in forecasting future cereal crop

production.

The second study presents a copula-Bayesian network approach to assess the

impact of extreme high-temperature events (heatwave events) on the developments of

regional crops across the Canada agricultural regions at the ecodistrict-scale. Relevant

weather variables and heatwave variables during heatwave periods have identified

and used as input variables for model learning. Both a copula-Bayesian network and

Gaussian-based network modeling approach is evaluated and inter-compared. The

copula approach based on ’vine copulas’ generated the most accurate predictions of

heatwave occurrence as a driver of crop heat stress.

The last study presents a stochastic, hybrid-Bayesian machine-learning approach

to explore the complex causal relationships between weather, pathogen, and host

for grape powdery mildew in an experimental farm in Quebec, Canada. This study

explores a high-performance network model for daily disease risk forecast by using

estimated development factors of pathogen and host from recorded daily weather

variables. A fungicide strategy for disease control has presented by using the model

outputs and forecasted future weather variability.

The dissertation findings are beneficial to Canada’s agricultural sector. The inter-

related weather risks explored by the three separate studies in multi-scales provide

a better understanding about the interactions between changing weather conditions,

extreme weather, and crop production. The research show cases new insights, methods,

and tools for minimizing risk in agricultural decision-making.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Canadian agriculture production is highly vulnerable to impacts associated with ex-

treme weather events of high precipitation, hail storms, heatwaves, and meteorological

droughts. A wide range of annual and perennial crops are grown across Canada, with

the main crops being wheat, corn, soybean, and canola. The relative proportion of

cropland by region is 4% in British Columbia, more than 80 % on the Canadian

Prairie provinces (31% in Alberta, 38% in Saskatchewan, and 11% in Manitoba), 5%

in Quebec, 8% in Ontario, and 3% elsewhere. Weather conditions are warm and wet

around the two coastal areas of Canada. Summer seasons on the Canadian Prairies

are usually dry and hot with high rainfall during short but intense summer storms.

Both the developments of crop plants and farming practices are vulnerable to the

impacts of long-term climate change and short-term weather variability. Long-term

climate changes are raised by long-term atmospheric behaves (typically 30 years or

more). Long-term climate risks such as rising global land temperature, rising sea level,

and long-term changes of precipitation (drought and flood years) impact agriculture

by lengthening growing seasons and changing land suitability for agriculture. Despite

longer-term anticipated changes due to climate change changes to agricultural practices,

agricultural producers tend to be more concerned by potential impacts of weather

variability across shorter time-scales (i.e., daily, weekly, monthly, seasonal). Crops are

sensitive to different types of weather-related stress at different phenological stages.

Risks are also inter-related. For example, seasonal climate variability (e.g. ENSO)

affects the probability of heatwaves, which can determine probabilities of short-term

extreme weather events (heatwaves), which can influence disease occurrence, and in

turn, depends on crop phenological stage. Farmers and other agricultural stakeholders

require models that can reliably forecast potential agricultural risks and their associ-
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ated impacts to provide sufficient lead time to effectively respond to changing weather

conditions, extreme weather events, and crop disease.

Machine learning statistical models have become efficient approaches to provide

supporting risk forecast information for improving decision-making and farming

strategies. Machine learning is an application of artificial intelligence (AI) that

provides computer systems the ability to automatically learn and improve from

experience without being explicitly programmed. In this thesis, machine-learning

was applied to improve crop protection in relation to the causal relationship and

uncertainty of environmental, agronomic, crop and disease variables. Fig. 1.1 shows

the main aspects of hindcasting and forecasting. The performance of a statistical

model can be varied by the bias of historical observation and model training windows

(study period). This allows independent assessments to be made of the influences of

weather events on the development of regional crops as well as the approaches used in

model learning. Model learning approaches can be classified based on their roles in

data processing, which consist of: data generation (timing processing, such as daily,

weekly, and monthly), geospatial classification (spatial processing), modeling learning,

inference learning, model validation, sensitivity testing, and model predictions. A

statistical model with a high prediction performance (or ’skill’) is then able to provide

reliable predictions for hindcasting and forecasting using historical observations and

scenario forecasts about future observations, respectively. Model prediction errors are

higher in forecasting than in hindcasting because weather events can occur that are

outside of the model training exposure and so difficult for the model to fully capture.

In this dissertation, I examined several machine learning statistical approaches to

assess three weather-based agricultural risk components, including: seasonal climate

variability (El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) in Chapter 2), short-term extreme

weather impacts (heat stress in Chapter 3), and emergent disease (grape powdery

mildew in Chapter 4) for summer crops grown in Canada. In each component different

type of risks are considered for different crop types; these components are inter-

connected by explicit consideration of the uncertainty of weather risks through the

growing season. The relationship between the three agricultural risks considered in

this dissertation according to their space and time coverage is shown in Fig. 1.2.

ENSO is a large, naturally-occurring climate variability mode that affects the

seasonal weather conditions (temperature and precipitation) at locations around the

globe, including the Canadian Prairies. Spatially, ENSO influences often show up

spatially as irregularly-shaped patterns. An ENSO cycle occurs over 2-5 years and
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Figure 1.1 Representation of main aspects of statistical modeling predictions.

proceeds through three phases: El Niño (warmer than normal), La Niña (cooler than

normal), and a neutral phase during which it is moving between warm and cold phases.

Data sources for this study include monthly mean sea surface temperature (SST) and

monthly NDVI and agro-weather indices for each growing season (May to August) to

predict seasonal crop yield (wheat and barley) over the prairies. The spatial domain

for this study are the 40 census agriculture regions reported from the 2011 agricultural

census. For these regions monthly NDVI and agro-weather indices were obtained.

ENSO data are provided as an index of ENSO strength, which is based on sea-surface

temperature data from a specific region within the primary area of ENSO activity

(ENSO 3.4 regions, central south Pacific).

A heatwave event is an extreme weather event defined as a period of elevated

temperature lasting more than a few days occurring on a spatial scale of 10s to 100s

of kilometers. Its impact on plants, termed ’heat stress’, can represent an adverse

affect resulting in a potential significant reduction to the final yield. Crop yield loss

can be complete when high-intensity heatwaves occur a few days before and after the

flowering stage of crop growth. Detecting and responding to heatwaves is complicated

by the fact that there are a variety of algorithms for detect an agriculturally-relevant

heatwave event, leading to a misunderstanding of the impacts of heat stress on crop

growth. Heatwaves in this study are identified using five heatwave indices based on
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daily weather variables of temperature and precipitation over the growing season.

Data sources include weekly NDVI and daily weather variables, focusing on a spatial

domain that includes 96 census agricultural regions across Canada’s major agricultural

lands.

Powdery mildew (PM) is a fungal disease of grapevines that can grow rapidly in

summer, given the right weather conditions, and which can also survive over-winter.

This can cause grape yield reductions for years. The development of this fungal disease

is driven by hourly changes in temperature, precipitation, and humidity. Anticipating

the endemic and epidemic spread and effective growth of disease spores is the major

challenge for developing efficiency strategies in disease control. Disease inflection data

in this study are collected weekly over the growing season from an experimental farm

in Quebec, Canada. Historical weather observations are obtained in hourly resolution

and are reduced to daily for risk modeling.

Ultimately, reliable assessment of risks assessments from statistical models can

deliver benefits to Canada’s agricultural sectors to help crop managers improve crop

protection by better anticipating and reducing uncertainty of weather impacts on

crops. All statistical modeling work for the three research components is coded and

implemented using the statistical programming language R (version 3.1.3 in the ENSO

risk; version 3.5.3 in the heatwave risk; and version 3.4.2 in the grape powdery mildew

risk research).

This research provides innovative mathematical and statistical methodologies, along

with theoretical and applied insights, for quantifying agricultural risks due to weather

variability, extreme events, and disease. Computer codes enable the implementation,

further validation and extension use of these novel methodologies within the broader

scientific community and agricultural sector to improve and enhance agricultural

decision support. The three components of this research on agricultural risk explored

the following questions:

• Short-term climate variability risk - ENSO variability (seasonal)

1. Does ENSO have a significant influence on crop growth and yield in Canada?

2. How does the impact of ENSO vary spatially?

3. How ”best” to predict ENSO’s impact on crops in time and space?

• Extreme Event risk - Heatwave events (weekly)
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1. What is the ”best” way to characterize heatwaves in time and space?

2. How can heatwave impact crop growth and crop-weather response?

3. How ”best” to forecast crop heat stress on crops?

• Disease risk - Grape powdery mildew (daily)

1. How ”best” to forecast the risk of powdery mildew in time and space?

2. When is the ”best” time to start model forecasting of powdery mildew?

3. When is the ”best” to apply fungicide spray in disease control for different

grapes over the growing season.

Figure 1.2 Relationship of agricultural risk components according to the space and
coverage.

This original research has been published:

[79], [80]
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Chapter 2

ENSO risk: Predicting crop yield

variability and coherence using

cluster-based PCA

The El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) has, in recent years, contributed to increases

in the yields of major agricultural (annual) crops like wheat and barley in Canada.

How such forcing alters the pattern of yield variation across different geographic

scales and across large agricultural landscapes like the Canadian Prairies is less

understood. Yet, such questions are of major importance in forecasting future cereal

crop production. In this chapter, we explore the potential impact of ENSO on wheat

and barley across the Canadian Prairies/Western Canada using a multi-scale, cluster-

based Principal Component Analysis (PCA) model that integrates machine-learning

(K-means clustering) to predict areas of high seasonal climate risk, These risk areas

are separable clusters of subregions that show similar ENSO-yield correlation response

(spatial coherency). Benchmarking this spatial model to non-spatial models indicates

that spatial coherency leads to gains in prediction skill. Incorporating spatial coherency

increased the skill in predicting crop yield; reducing RMSE error by up to 26-34%

(spring wheat) and 2-4% (barley). We infer that accounting for spatial coherency

improves the accuracy and reliability of crop yield forecasts. The main result of this

chapter has been published in Modeling Earth Systems and Environment1, see [79].

1https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s40808-017-0382-0?shared-article-renderer
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2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)

ENSO is a naturally occurring, large-scale internal model of climate variability, whereby

changes in sea surface temperature (SST) through air-sea coupling, result in changes

to atmospheric pressure patterns over the tropical Pacific [110]. ENSO is the leading

mode of climate variability at interannual timescales. It starts in the tropical Pacific,

but interacts with pressure patterns away from its local source of action (i.e., tele-

connections), exerting a broad impact on the hydrological cycle, seasonal weather

(e.g., temperature and precipitation) and weather extremes around the globe. ENSO

fluctuates between warm, cool and neutral phases: warmer than normal (El Niño),

cooler than normal (La Niña) central and eastern equatorial Pacific SSTs, or average

conditions that are more controlled by other climate teleconnections such as the North

Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and Pacific North American (PNA). In the Pacific region,

two types of ENSO have been identified (i.e., eastern Pacific (EP) and central Pacific

(CP) types). While EP has anomalous centres of action (termed field significance)

representing significant correlation and stationarity attributable to ENSO forcing,

unlike CP [146]. In the Atlantic region, significant non-stationarity in ENSO forcing

and land/crop impacts is also evident, particularly in the North Atlantic eastern

region, where its impacts are still poorly understood and controversial [110]. The

geographic variation of ENSO impact depends on various factors affecting the timing,

intensity and duration of the events. Significant non-stationarity in ENSO anomoly

patterns (i.e., drier and wetter areas), is attributed to the modulating influence of

Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO). When ENSO and PDO are in phase (ENSO and

PDO in warm phase), anomalies generally intensify and expand poleward inducing

broader and more severe droughts, while when they are out-of-phase (PDO in cold

phase), anomolies dampen and dissapate with reduced drought risk [137]. Precipitation

patterns across North America show marked changes between La Niña neutral and El

Niño winters [19].

2.1.2 Impact of ENSO on crop yields

The ENSO of 2015-16 was one the strongest in the last 30 years. Agricultural impacts

included a 5% decrease global wine production (perennial grapevines)2, but an increase

2International Organization of Vine & Wine (OIV)
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in yields for major annuals like wheat, maize/corn, rice and soybeans3. Even though

climate variation associated with teleconnection activity can account for as much as a

third of crop yield variability worldwide, the particular response varies greatly by crop

type as well as with ENSO phase [106, 62]. European regional climate trends have

resulted in stagnated yield increases of ∼10% in Europe over the last two decades:

average yields of both wheat and barley were ∼0.12 tons/ha/year during the 1980s

and would be 3.5% and 3.8% higher today, if such increases had continued [89]. Crop

yields in many regions of the world have become much more variable, and future

changes in weather conditions, more frequent and intense extreme weather events,

and crop disease risk could drive continued yield variability and loss [63]. A recent

agricultural economic review and analysis indicates that cereal production in both

tropics and temperate countries is strongly coupled to ENSO behaviour [59]. This

analysis measured the dominant state of ENSO in each calendar year by averaging

the monthly NINO3.4 Index May-December to construct an annual ENSO index [59],

finding that an +1◦C increase in the ENSO Index lowers cereal yields by 2 %, total

cereal production by 3.5 %, and agricultural income by 1.8 % on average across the

tropics, while they rise in temperate countries when the tropical Pacific warms, albeit

with a smaller magnitude that is less significant (i.e., increases of 1.7% yield, 2.4%

production and 1.6% agricultural income).

Large-scale atmospheric circulation (i.e., North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), Eastern

Atlantic (EA), Scandinavian (SCAND) and Eastern Atlantic-Western Russia (EAWR)

patterns) explain on average 43% of inter-annual winter wheat yield variability, ranging

between 20% and 70% across Europe [25]. An analysis of crop yield response to extreme

heat stress under plausible weather change futures reveal significant regional disparities

in crop yield impacts are likely to occur, with yield increases at high latitudes, but

decreases in mid to low latitudes [33]. This suggests that improvements in regional

crop mixing practices and the breeding of ”weather-resistent” cultivars should be

undertaken with some urgency [147]. In tandem, by increasing the prediction skill in

how crops respond to weather variability, the robustness and reliability of operational

crop seasonal forecasts and outlooks is increased, making them more useful and

informative for agricultural decision-making under adaptation.

3www.foodsecurityportal.org
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2.1.3 ENSO forcing across the Canadian Prairies

The Canadian Prairies, which include the Canadian provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan

and Manitoba is the center of Canada’s cereal production (Fig. 2.1). This region has

exhibited considerable variability in yields of wheat (e.g., spring wheat) and barley.

Previous work has indicated that several internal modes of climate variability affect

yield on the Prairies, including ENSO, the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO); the

Pacific North America pattern (PNA); and the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO),

however, ENSO has an especially strong influence on droughts in the Prairies [132,

9, 10, 52, 121, 104, 120]. As highlighted by [125], forecasting involves assumptions

on the future behaviour of an agroecosystem (and embedded hydrological system)

from dynamics that has been observed to exhibit in the past, generally assuming

that the weather and hydrological system does not change over forecast time-window

and that historical observation data provides a good baseline for future variability.

Spectral (i.e., frequency-based) analysis of reconstructed streamflows (650 years) from

moisture-sensitive tree ring chronologies in the Prairies show a highly significant multi-

decadal (∼ 65 years) component of variability, together with significant variability

at inter-annual time-scales (2-6 years) in the ENSO band, and while the recent past

(i.e., 20th century) is representative of drought frequency over the long term, there

are droughts of greater severity and especially duration in the preinstrumental proxy

record [117, 125, 6].
The potential for ENSO forcing on North American climate can be mapped based

on the correlation of air temperature and precipitation with the Oceanic Niño Index

(ONI) - a three-month running-mean of SST anomalies, based on centered 30-year

base periods updated every 5 years. The ONI index is the area-averaged anomalous

SST within the Niño 3.4 Region defined by 5◦S-5◦N, 170◦-120◦W (Central Pacific),

and is considered a principal measure for monitoring, assessing and predicting ENSO

used by operational centres worldwide [124]. Figure 2.2 shows the variability of

the ONI index over time, and the resulting spatial correlation pattern across the

Canadian Prairies in relation to seasonally-averaged temperature and precipitation

(1987-2007). SOI has been identified as strong indicator of between-season component

of yield variability arising from atmospheric variability, whereby strong El Niño have

been found to be preceded by a standing wave in planetary Rossby waves within the

Southern Hemisphere which are coupled to SOI variability. SOI is defined as the

difference in surface air pressure (SLP) between Tahiti and Darwin, Australia, and is

an atmospheric based measure of the intensity or strength of the Walker Circulation.
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Figure 2.1 (a) The Canadian Prairies in Western Canada (Provinces of Alberta,
Saskatchewan and Manitoba) containing 40 Census of Agriculture regions (CARs) of
varying area and boundary delineation. Crop wheat (b) and barley (c) yield (bu/ac) for
CARs is from Statistics Canada’s Field Crop Survey Reporting Program for 1987-2012.
Lower bound of the grey shadow is the minimum yield of the year and the upper
bound is the maximum yield. Solid line indicates the average annual yield of the year
and the dotted line indicates the year of 2007.
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(a) The ONI Index

(b) Correlation between ONI and seasonal air temperature

(c) Correlation between ONI and seasonal precipitation

Figure 2.2 (a) Variability in the ONI Index (ENSO 3.4 region, 3 month running
sea-surface temperature (SST) mean anomolies) showing weak, moderate, strong and
very strong ENSO historical events, 1987-2012. Variability in the field correlation
(linear) between the ONI Index, and seasonally-averaged (1987-2007) air temperature
(b) and precipitation (c) across the Canadian Prairies, impacting crop development
(phenology and growth). Air temperature values are from NCEP Reanalysis data [70].
Precipitation values are from The U.S. Climate Prediction Center (CPC) Merged
Analysis of Precipitation (”CMAP”) dataset merges gauge and the five kinds of
satellite estimates (not NCEP Reanalysis values), with monthly mean climatology
based on 1979-1995 [143]. Source: NOAA/ESRL Physical Sciences Division, Boulder
Colorado, https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/correlation/.
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A significant relationship between ENSO and wheat yield across Australia has been

identified whereby SOI (April/May phase) is a reliable indicator of subsequent-year yield

variability, discriminating wheat spatial clusters well (i.e., homologous modes or zones

of wheat yield variation each containing specific analog years or year types) [103, 126].

SST variability has also been shown to have a dominant forcing on within-season yield

variability [103, 60, 126]. SST across a three-month seasonal interval is able to also

account for shorter time-lags in SOI variability [62]. The ONI has a similar shape to

the SOI, but is of opposite sign and SST and SLP are strongly coupled (i.e., not just

collinear, but causally linked). Moreover, a statistical analysis of the causal linkage

detectable between ENSO SST and SLP (i.e., SOI) variability provides evidence of

this significant causality between these predictors exists, and that multi-collinearity

can extend to lead times of 7-22 months [96]. This finding is also congruent with

the ability of operational El Niño Prediction Index (EPI) that provides lead times

of 12-15 months before El Niño peaks, which occurs within this maximum lead time

range of 7-22 months within which significant Granger causality between SST and

SLP persists. El Niño conditions are characterized by a positive ONI greater than or

equal to +0.5◦C, while La Niña, is characterized by a negative ONI less than or equal

to -0.5◦C, such that conditions must exceed these thresholds for a period of at least

five consecutive overlapping three-month seasons to be identified as ENSO events.

Seasonal correlation maps of ONI with summer regional climate across Western Canada

(1987-2007) show anomalous centres of action (termed field significance) that represent

significant correlation and stationarity attributable to ENSO forcing (Fig. 2.2). A

similar anomalous correlation pattern is shown in detailed correlation maps of ONI

with atmospheric circulation (represented by 500 gPa geopotential Φ500 anomolies),

surface temperature, and precipitation anomalies [146].

2.1.4 ENSO direct and indirect impacts on crop yield distri-

butions

Crop models that are process-based tend to be complex, involving a large number of

parameters and variables. This complexity makes this set of model more difficult to

calibrate, and often constrains their use and applicability [16]. Crop models that are

statistically-based offer an alternative approach for predicting crop yield by harnessing

the power of variable-reduction and optimization methods to quatify and reduce multi-

collinearity, autocorrelation and spatial correlation biases and calibration uncertainties,
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and incorporate different types of data in different ways to increase prediction skill.

Statistical models are, though designed to fit available data (or simulated scenario

sets) being highly constrained by such inputs, whereas process-models are more con-

strained by their process descriptions, interactions and underlying assumptions [138].

A detailed analysis of the impact that data resolution and aggregation can have on

regional-scale crop yield model predictions finds that prediction error using aggregated

soil data can often be larger than the inter-annual yield variability or differences

between models [57]. This study highlights the importance of modeling nonlinear

effects that arise from distinct yield patterns that depend on climate conditions and

plant available water capacity. Statistical modeling using geographically weighted

PCA has previously shown that the influence of Pacific sea-surface temperature (SST)

across the Canadian Prairies can inform yield prediction, because low yields seem

more predictable than high yields, and that the weather-crop relationship is nonlinear

due to asymmetry in the response of ENSO (i.e., cooler and wetter La Niña has a more

significant influence on yield than warmer, drier El Niño conditions [60]). [50] also

previously identified distinctly different profiles of accumulated monthly ENSO and

PNA index for growing season extremes (i.e., hottest and coldest or driest and wettest

summers) over the Canadian Prairies and 2-7 month lead times for operational wheat

yield forecasting in the Canadian Prairies using multiple (linear) regression analysis

(MLR). The seasonal mean Niño 3.4 index is well predicted in a multi-model ensemble

(MME), up to a 4-month lead time, but coupled models have particularly low skill

in predicting the global SST pattern during weak ENSO events [124]. While there is

strong prediction skill generally < 2 years in advance of an ENSO event, stochastic

variation dominates at longer time-horizons.

Higher moments of the crop yield distribution characterise the so-called elasticity of

crop yield. When temperature has a stronger influence on crop yield than precipitation,

or when upper extremes are greater than lower extremes, the distribution becomes more

’asymmetric’, changing its elasticity [86]. In representing the crop yield distribution,

yield elasticity is typically superimposed on an underlying trend in average yield arising

from gradual improvements in crop genetics and harvesting technology, including

changes in harvested area, crop prices and subsidies. Highs and lows in wheat and

barley yield have been demonstrated to coincide with the timing (i.e., occurrence)

of ENSO events, but the yield (i.e., crop response under ENSO events of different

intensity and duration) shows marked differences in relative average yield change and

interannual trends (autocorrelation extent) even in cereal crops (i.e., wheat versus
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barley). Barley, for example, is considered better adapted than wheat to these areas

because of its lower heat unit requirement to reach maturity [102]. Barley is also

more sensitive than wheat to daylength changes because it makes more efficient use of

photothermal resources for leaf production [35]. Barley also has a smaller phyllochron

interval than wheat and attains anthesis/maturity earlier, with an ability also to

rapidly fill and ripen under cool conditions. Cereals and oilseed cultivars respond

differently depending on conditions, species and variety, agronomic characteristics (e.g.,

heat units for maturity, shatter resistance, and oil content in the case of oilseeds) are

well-suited to the soil type and lower soil moisture/drier conditions [86]. Different crop

types, species and cultivar varieties also differ in their susceptibility and resistance to

disease. The timing, spread and spatial patterning of disease outbreaks can further

confound the attribution of particular crop impacts to climate variability. For example,

the inter-annual variations in the emergence and severity of wheat stripe rust Puccinia

striiformis f. sp. tritici disease within the Pacific Northwest of the United States and

Western Canada are reportedly significantly lower during El Niño years attributed

to decreased annual precipitation and increased winter and spring frost days. While

wheat rust disease and SOI show coherent (consistent and significant) patterns with

SOI variability at temporal scales matching ENSO (2-10 yrs), such coherence is

out-of-phase, suggesting that a latent, causal factor exists [118].

2.1.5 Modeling Objective

In this paper, we apply a statistical modeling technique called cluster-based Principal

Component Analysis (PCA) to investigate the influence of ENSO on wheat and barley

crop yield across the Canadian Prairies. This involves coupling K-means clustering

with the PCA dimension/variable-reduction technique to include spatial dependence

and benchmark its prediction skill against existing Multivariate Linear Regression

(MLR) model and Principle Component Regression (PCR) models. We hypothesized

that crop response to climate variability in this region exhibits distinct spatial patterns

of yield trends (i.e. distinct clusters of coherent regions) where crop yield can be

predicted well, and other areas where prediction is less skillful. Previous evidence

of such a spatially heterogeneous correlation pattern or coherence between ENSO

and crop yield exists [104]. Coherency can be used to help infer physical mechanisms

that may link teleconnection forcing with crop yield, taking place at finer spatial

scales. After identifying the best performing model for each crop type, we profile
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the coherence pattern based on yield prediction output associated with and without

ENSO forcing.

2.2 Materials and Methods

2.2.1 Standard PCA method

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a multivariate analysis technique for dimension

reduction. Its goal is to extract the most important information from presumably

non-independent variables, in order to compress the size of the data set, simplify

its statistical description, and analyze the structure of the observations and the

variables [1, 68, 8]. PCA applies an orthogonal transformation to convert a set

of observations of possibly correlated variables into a set of values of linearized,

uncorrelated variables called principal components (PCs). An individual PC is

therefore a linear combination of optimally-weighted observed variables, and the

total number of principal components is less than or equal to the number of original

variables. Generally, the first component captures the primary modes of variation

common to the greatest number of variables. This pattern is removed and the second

component captures the next most widespread mode of variation. This continues until

a number of components equal to the original number of variables has been identified

[34, 131]. PCA makes no assumption about an underlying causal model. When a data

distribution is skewed or there are outliers, data transformation is needed, with the

choice of the transformation being informed by previous studies, prior knowledge, or

trial-and-error. Often, the Box-Cox power transformation that includes the logarithm,

square root, and multiplicative inverse as special cases is applied [81].

To summarize more formally; let the original, observed data and a transformed

data matrix be denoted X, and Z, respectively. To standardize the data across the

different variables a data transformation was applied (Gaussian distribution-based) to

standardize it across the different variables,

zij =

(
xij − µj
σj

)
, (2.1)

where µj is the mean and σj is the standard deviation, and zij and xij are the scaled

and original data for row i and column j. Both data matrices have the same matrix

order with rows representing years of observation and columns representing crop yield
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or climate variable. The main PCA equation associated with this transformed data

matrix Z (m× p ) is then:

F = ZQ, (2.2)

where F is an m× p matrix of principal component PC scores, Q is the p× p matrix

of PC loadings, where the bilinear decomposition of Z is given by,

Z = FQ−1 (2.3)

where the exponent ’-1’ denotes the inverse of the matrix Q.

2.2.2 PCA extensions

There are several key methodological extensions to PCA: Primary examples include

the following. geographically-weighted PCA generates space-time empirical orthogonal

functions (EOF) that decompose a signal or data set in terms of orthogonal basis

functions [73, 114, 55], principal component regression (PCR) is a regression approach

using PCs instead of original predictor variables [16, 68], functional PCA (FPCA) is

an approach that extends standard PCA to a set of functions using regularization to

account for underlying smoothness [105], and cluster-based PCA that extends PCA

by including unsupervised (e.g., K-means) or supervised (agglomerative, hierarchical)

clustering of the components [71, 136, 107, 56].

Unsupervised clustering based of K-means is a variance-based, unsupervised method

for classifying data. It partitions a set of points or regions into K sets (clusters) such

that the points in each cluster tend to be near each other. There are a variety of

K-mean clustering algorithms available. This clustering method is not to be confused

with the k-NN (Nearest Neighbor) classification/regression method and its algorithm

that is supervised and classifies a point or region based on a known classification of

other points/regions, thereby determine classification by combining the classification

of the K nearest points. In contrast, supervised hierarchical clustering generates a

tree-like structure (dendrogram) where the leaves are the individual objects (samples

or variables) and the algorithm successively pairs together objects showing the highest

degree of similarity.

Applications of PCA and these extensions are broad and diverse, for example:

PCR has been applied to study crop-weather modeling and has been able to cap-

ture significant wheat crop-weather correlation patterns [16, 139], FPCA has also
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provided a better understanding of spatial variations in the weather impacts of four

teleconnections across British Columbia [9], and cluster-based PCA has recently been

applied to understand complex molecular characteristics of cell states to obtain a

better understanding of the cell reprogramming process [61] and to identify beneficial

agronomic traits when selecting genotypes in a breeding program for white bean, pulse

agricultural crops [74]. The later applications highlight how cluster-PCA is receiving

increased attention its ability to explore and reduce the complexity of large, complex

genetic and environmental datasets.

2.2.3 Data sources

For this study historical crop yield data for Spring Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.)

and Barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) from 1987 to 2012 reported across 40 Census of

Agricultural Regions (CARs) were obtained from the Field Crop Reporting Series of

the Canadian Crop Condition Assessment Program (CCAP) within Statistics Canada’s

Agricultural Division. A linear detrending technique was first applied to the crop yield

data. A dataset of yield predictors or explanatory variables was used that consisted of

three-week moving means of remotely-sensed, normalized-difference vegetation index

(NDVI) and agro-weather indices (i.e., seeding days, growing-degree days (GDD)

above an ambient airtemperature of 5◦C, average crop water stress index (AvgSI),

average percentage of variable soil water holding capacity (Avg PrcntAW) and total

precipitation (P)). We refer readers to details contained in a previous regional-scale

modeling study that used these same input datasets [95].

In this study, for each cropping year (1987-2012), a growing season (i.e., May-

August) cumulative temperature (◦C) value was computed as a sum of monthly-mean

sea surface temperature (SST) within the ENSO 3.4 region (monthly OISST v.2

(1981-2010 base period) available from the US Climate Prediction Center (CPC)),

National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) of NOAA’s National Weather

Service. These monthly averages of ENSO 3.4 values account for ENSO events that

span more than one year, and constructing such an annualized index based on monthly

aggregate values captures the dominant state of ENSO within a given year [59]. ENSO

correlations were considered to be contemporaneous (rather than at lag) with changes

in other seasonal variables affecting yield and at lag.
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2.2.4 Cluster-PCA modeling framework

A flowchart of our modeling framework and its statistical methodology is shown in

Fig.2.3 that includes data transformation (standardization and detrending), K-means

clustering, PCA applied at the Provincial and CAR aggregation scales, model selection,

sensitivity analysis based on cluster number, cross-validation (hindcasting) and bench-

marking of prediction skill. The modeling framework was coded and implemented

using the R Statistical Language (Version 3.1.3, R Development Core Team) (R

Foundation, 2016) making use of validated, open source algorithm libraries: pracma

(detrending), stats (K-means, PCA, PCR), clustering (classInt), bestglm (GLM),

Metrics (calculating MSE, RMSE), including other geospatial, plotting packages (i.e.,

raster, rgdal, rgeos, ggplot2, gridExtra, RColorBrewer).

Figure 2.3 Cluster-PCA statistical modeling framework that includes data transfor-
mation (standardization and detrending), K-means clustering, PCA applied at the
Provincial and CAR aggregation scales, model selection, sensitivity analysis based on
cluster number, cross-validation (hindcasting) and benchmarking of prediction skill.

Clustering was performed at two aggregation levels, namely a non-CAR scale (i.e.,

provincial) and CAR-scale. At the Provincial scale, clustering was supervised, and

the number of clusters was fixed to match the number of provinces (i.e., k of 3), with

CARs assigned to each cluster before cluster-PCA was performed. This was generated

to provide a non-CAR scale baseline of model performance, above which the relative

gain of the unsupervised, CAR-scale clustering could be measured. This non-CAR test

was also associated with a null hypothesis that finer CAR-specific information than

the coarser provincial scale (with/without ENSO forcing considered) is not needed

to explain observed yield-weather patterning, versus the alternate hypothesis that

CAR-specific information is needed to explain historically observed yield-weather

spatial patterning.

At the CAR-scale, clustering was unsupervised. An initial (distinct) number of

clusters, k is specified within the range of 2 to 39. Average crop yields from 1987 to

2007 were computed for clustering and CAR subregions are then randomly selected
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(i.e., ’random starts’ in k-means R library code that implements the Hartigan and

Wong clustering algorithm) and assigned to a given cluster based on an iterative,

two-step process: 1) each CAR is assigned to a cluster based on the minimum distance

between the CAR centroid and cluster centre locations. The total sum-of-squares

(TSS) is minimized. TSS is defined as the sum of the squared differences of each

observation (i.e., separation distances between CAR centroids and cluster centres),

from the overall mean. In the next step, 2) cluster centre locations are updated

as CARs are added to a given cluster. CARs from any part of the Prairies study

regions were able to be assigned to a given cluster. Convergence of this clustering was

reached when there were no further CAR assignments to a cluster or exchanges of

CARs between clusters. When k is sufficiently small (i.e., 2 or 3), clusters can contain

more CARs than years, thus violating the requirement of PCA that the number of

CAR subregions must be less than or equal to the number of years (i.e., 20), these

k values were not considered in this study. Findings of a recent study identified

optimal values of cluster number k between 2-6 for the Canadian Prairies that resulted

in high prediction skill [67]. PCA was performed with crop yield as the response

variable, and NDVI, GDD, AvgSI, Avg PrcntAW, P as predictor variables. Separate

PC scores were computed for crop yield response to each of the predictors. The total

variance (i.e., cumulative variation) explained by a cluster was computed based on

the cluster-average of RMSE values of all the CARs contained in it. Also, some CARs

can contribute more variance than others.

2.2.5 Model and predictor selection

The accuracy of a statistical model can be highly dependent on the scale of its input

data [83]. To account for the possibility of confounding scale-dependent effects, three

different PCA model types were compared that involved different assumptions about

the relationship between the response (crop yield) and predictor (weather) variables.

Comparing models under provincial-scale (i.e., non-CAR scale) versus CAR-scale was

used to assess the relative benefit that clustering and PCA separately had on overall

cluster-PCA model performance.

• Model M1 (Cluster scale) assumes spatial variation in crop yield response

(PC score) and weather predictors at the cluster-scale and assumes no finer,

CAR-scale sub-regional variability.
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• Model M2 (Multi-scale: Cluster and CAR), like M1, assumes spatial variation

at the cluster-scale for weather predictors, but not for crop yield response. In-

stead, crop yield variability response is predicted at the CAR-scale. For this

reason, PC scores for crop yield response are not used, as for Model M1, but

instead standardized crop yield (Z value).

• Model M3 (CAR scale) assumes spatial variation in crop yield response and

weather predictors at the finer, CAR-scale sub-regional variability. Standardized

crop yield (Z value) was used.

Model type selection was coupled with predictor variable selection in the following

way: statistical likelihoods (i.e., conditional probability of a dataset given a model of

a given complexity and inter-linked assumptions) for each of the competing models

(M1,M2, and M3) were computed and the best- fitting (i.e., optimized) model was

selected based on the Akaike information criterion (AIC) (AIC = 2k − 2lnL) where

L is the maximum value of the likelihood function of a model fit and k is the number

of model parameters estimated. AIC provides a measure of the relative quality of

statistical models for a given set of data, such that given a set of candidate models

for the data the preferred model is the one with the minimum AIC value. Model

response of M1 (F ∗) can be transformed to the same model response (Z∗) as M2 and

M3 using Eq. (2.4) with selection of number of PC yield scores.

Z∗ = F ∗Q∗−1 (2.4)

Where F ∗ is a m×h matrix consisting of the first h PC scores, selected from j possible

choices, 0 < h ≤ p, from F from Eq. (2.3) and Q∗−1 is a h × p matrix consisting

of the first h rows, 0 < h ≤ p, from Q−1. The resulted Z∗ represents an amount of

percentage of the variations about the original standard yield matrix Z depending

on the number of h PC scores that was picked from F . Retaining more PC scores

increases the amount of variation about the standard yield matrix Z that is contained

in Z∗. Z∗ will contain all the information about Z when h = p.

Both partial and complete representative sets of all the predictor variables were

considered when selecting the best performing model (i.e., M1,M2,and M3 types).

This involved stepwise regression that is an automated variable selection method that

combines the efficiency of forward and backward inclusion of predictor variables and
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has been shown to significantly improve crop yield prediction skill [95, 104]. This

stepwise procedure involved selecting a first, leading predictor, evaluating model

performance based on AIC criterion, and iteratively adding additional predictors and

testing for any further reduction of AIC or improvement in model performance. If a

predictor does not reduce AIC, then it is removed from consideration. Such partial

models are comparable to full/complete models that comprise a fixed set of all the

possible predictors of the single response variable (crop yield).

2.2.6 Sensitivity and validation

The study CARs were first clustered into regions based on province or clusters identified

by K-means with k ranging from 2 to 39. The crop yield data was detrended to remove

any bias from a technology historical trend, assumed to be linear. Weather variables

are available as a three dimension matrix with axes are years, CAR clusters/province,

and weather variables by CAR cluster or province. Weather variables by CAR are

aggregated onto CAR clusters or provinces by taking the average of the weather

variables for the constituent CARs for each aggregate zone. The PCA is applied to a

two-dimensional matrix: years by CAR aggregated-weather variable. While weather

variables in CAR scales, each CAR has its own weather matrix with observed years

and the local weather variables as on the matrix rows and columns, respectively.. All

data, including the raw crop yield, detrended crop yield, and both regional and CAR

scales weather variables are standardized using Eq. (2.1). The standardized matrices

were then trained by PCA and the year periods from 1987 to 2007 are used as models

inputs for the three models in the system.

Model sensitivity analysis involved multiple runs of the cluster-based PCA for a

range of k and then computing and generating corresponding profiles of the model

performance measures of absolute error (MAE) and root-mean-squared-error (RMSE)

across the simulated range. MAE is a quantity that measures deviation, while RMSE

measures discrepancy in how close model predictions or forecasts are to ’true’ outcomes

represented as historically observed values (hindcasting) or future scenario or projected

outcomes (forecasting),

MAE =
1

nm

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

|eij|, (2.5)
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RMSE =

√√√√ 1

nm

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

(eij)2, (2.6)

∆MAE = (MAEENSO− −MAEENSO+), (2.7)

∆RMSE = (RMSEENSO− −RMSEENSO+) (2.8)

where eij is the estimate error from yield prediction and leave-one-out cross

validation (LOOCV), respectively, over n years of crop yield response and m CARs.

∆MAE (bias) and ∆RMSE (variance) are differences in the statistics without (ENSO−)

and with (ENSO+) ENSO, whereby a positive value of this difference indicates ENSO

improves prediction, relative to model error without ENSO. Similarly, negative values

indicate model predictions without ENSO are lower than with ENSO.

MAE and RMSE performance criteria were used to provide reliable measures of

overall model stability and robustness for the full coupled (i.e., k-means clustering

and PCA) model. At the CAR-scale, the RMSE and MAE of the first h PC scores

for a given k from the yield model prediction and its cross-validation (LOOCV) were

inter-compared, and the given k associated with the minimal RMSE was selected as

optimal. In this way, the choice of optimal k guarantees minimal RMSE over all the

CAR subregions.To evaluate prediction skill and model robustness, LOOCV to assesses

how the omission of single years of data affected the cluster-based model predictions.

In addition, the cluster-PCA model prediction skills was evaluated against several

non-clustering regression-based benchmarks, namely multivariate (linear) regression

(MLR) and principal component regression (PCR).

While cluster models can be evaluated based on how robust and/or stable they

are, currently there is no consensus on minimal evaluation requirements because

it is difficult to identify criteria that work for all datasets and statistical features.

Moreover, devising clustering criteria that capture what users need that are compatible

with both the content and context of a given dataset is difficult. Different types of

criteria and procedures for assessing clustering optimality and stability could involve

cluster crispness, shape and size attributes (particularly for asymmetric clusters),

however searching for a single, optimal clustering is inappropriate, especially when

correct clustering criteria cannot be specified in advance [24]. In light of this an

integrated statistical methodology was selected that combined an assessment of model

optimality, sensitivity, prediction skill/cross-validation and benchmarking to provide a

more comprehensive evaluation of our cluster-based PCA model’s performance and
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prediction skill. This enabled a sufficiently broad assessment of clustering quality in

terms of how well the dataset was partitioned and how well the selected clustering

performs when used to predict.

Over-fitting is a potential problem, especially in multivariate (linear) regression

(MLR). Over-fitting can occur when a model that is fitted or ’trained’ using a given

dataset and perform well when fitting to data, performs poorly with low prediction

skill when ’validated’ to a new, partial set of data becomes available, or when it is

fully re-applied to an completely independent dataset. To avoid model over-fitting,

Leave-One-Out-Cross-Validation (LOOCV) was applied [88, 11], whereby a complete

year of yield and weather data was randomly selected and omitted, and the models

were fitted to the remaining data. MAE and RMSE validation statistics are then

computed based on the omitted year of data containing the ’true’ response of crop

yield and the model prediction containing data for all the other remaining years. The

process of randomly selecting a given year to omit is repeated until all observations

have been omitted at least once. MAE and RMSE are then obtained over all these

model runs with smaller values indicating higher model prediction skill. In this study,

LOOCV has applied to both benchmark models and our clustered-PCA modes. The

resulted MAE and RMSE from LOOCV were used for model comparisons of model

performance in crop yield prediction skills. In the non-PCA benchmark MLR model,

LOOCV has applied to the observed climate variables to examine model performance

of yield prediction skills directly from non-cluster and non-PCA climate variables. In

this study, we assumed most of the crop yield variations in future short-terms can

be captured by the PC scores from the Principal component analysis on historical

long-term observation (1987-2007). For the PCA-based models in PCR and the three

PCA model types (M1, M2, and M3), LOOCV has applied to the PC scores from

PCA analysis on both crop yield and climate variables, respectively., for same years

period. MAE and RMSE were calculated between the observed crop yields and the

crop yield predictions from the PCR and the clustered-PCA models, respectively, for

model comparisons in crop yield prediction skills.

2.2.7 Benchmarking

In addition to evaluate the benefits conferred by the CAR scale of spatial aggregation

by comparing the cluster-PCA at the CAR and non-CAR (i.e., Provincial) scales, two

additional models that did not involve any clustering at all, were run to compare with
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the cluster-PCA model, to evaluate the benefit of clustering and benchmark model

performance. The multivariate linear regression(MLR) in Eq. (2.9) is a generalization

of linear regression by considering more than one independent variable (i.e. weather

predictors), and a specific case of a general linear model (GLM) formed by restricting

the number of dependent variables to one (i.e., crop yield). A MLR model was fit to

the individual time-series for each CAR subregion.

Y = Xβ + ε (2.9)

where Y is crop yield response matrix, X is weather predictor matrix, and β is the

coefficient matrix, and ε is the random residual matrix, assumed to be normally-

distributed with mean 0 and standard deviation of σ. In this model, predictors are

assumed to be independent and no multi-collinearity exists among predictors. The

second benchmark model was PCR. Use of a PCR model as a benchmark provides an

indirect test for multicollinearity (highly correlated predictors) that is not provided

by MLR [16], u. For this reason, PCR was included as an additional prediction skill

benchmark. In PCR, the high correlated weather variables are transformed into PC

scores by using PCA according to,

Y = Fγ + ε (2.10)

where Y is crop yield response matrix, F is the transformed PC scores matrix for

each CAR and γ is a coefficients matrix.

2.3 Results

An inter-comparison of wheat and barley yield prediction skill achieved by the compet-

ing model types (M1, M2, and M3), in comparison to the benchmark models (MLR,

PCR) (under no ENSO forcing), is summarized in Table 2.1, in terms of the MAE

and RMSE validation metrics. These models were run across CAR subregions within

the Canadian Prairies (1987-2007), with the best performing model for wheat being

M2 with 6 clusters, and M3 with 3 clusters for barley (i.e., both MAE and RMSE

were at their minimum).

Prediction variance (RMSE) had reduced up to by 26-34 % for wheat and 2-4 %

for barley from MLR and PCR. Validation RMSE decreased from 163.44 in MLR to

10.62 in M2 for wheat. Validation RMSE for barley also decreased from 144.87 in
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Table 2.1 Prediction and cross-validated deviation (MAE) and discrepancy (RMSE)
error (MAE - mean absolute error, RMSE - root-mean-squared-error) for cluster-
PCA model optimized to each crop type (wheat and barley). These results show
the relative gains in prediction skill obtained by considering spatial dependence,
clustering at the CAR-scale, and the inclusion of ENSO as a predictor of crop yield.
Values are reported to 3 significant figures. ∗ indicates high error from leave-one-out
cross-validation (LOOCV) indicating over-fitting.

Spring Wheat Barley
Prediction LOOCV Prediction LOOCV

Model MAE RMSE MAE RMSE Model MAE RMSE MAE RMSE

MLR 2.06 2.87 61.61∗ 163.44∗ MLR 1.62 2.17 54.06∗ 109.63∗

PCR 2.16 3.05 40.13∗ 104.52∗ PCR 1.6 2.13 60.06∗ 144.87∗

M2 (P ) 2.53 3.6 6.12 10.62 M3 (P ) 1.57 2.09 5.83 11.82
M2 (K = 6) 1.66 2.27 6.45 14.23 M3 (K = 3) 1.57 2.09 6.53 16.53

M2 (K = 6, ENSO) 1.51 2.14 6.11 12.61 M3 (K = 3, ENSO) 1.25 1.76 8.77 32.39

PCR to 11.82 for the M3 model. Note that low values in the model prediction error,

but with large values in leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) error, indicates that

over-fitting occurred; while these model types predict well based on the historical

training data, they have low predictive skill under LOOCV prediction. Over-fitting

did not occur with the other modeling approaches based on the error statistics (M2

for wheat and M3 for barley), whereby both non-CAR scale and CAR-scale clustering.

For barley, prediction errors were same for both clustering types (Provincial and

K-means k = 3 clustering) with non-CAR provincial clustering (M3(P )) shows a lower

validation RMSE than with K-means clustering (M3(K = 3)). ENSO forcing was

applied to the M3 model for both clustering types. M3 with provincial clustering has

prediction MAE (1.25), RMSE (1.75) and LOOCV MAE (8.98) and RMSE (32.88),

which were very closely to the result from ENSO forcing in M3(k = 3).

Sensitivity testing of prediction bias (MAE) and variance (RMSE) over a range

of possible k values (from 2 to 39 including k = 40, which treated each CAR as an

individual cluster) is shown in Fig. 2.4. The MAE (left two) and RMSE (right two)

values resulted from prediction (top insets) and LOOCV (bottom insets) for spring

wheat and barley. Sensitivity of the best-performing clustered- PCA models under

both progress versus step-wise variable selection procedures are shown. The process

procedure uses an increasing number of predictors with the number of predictors

from 1 to all when modeling with no model reduction process, rather than a standard

step-wise approach. The minimum values in prediction MAE and RMSE with low

values in averaged LOOCV MAE and RMSE indicates that the optimal and robust

or ’best’ model for spring wheat was M2, which used deterended step-wise modeling
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(b) Sensitivity in yield error variance (RMSE).

Figure 2.4 Sensitivity of model yield (wheat and barley) (bc/ac) predictions to the
number of clusters: (a) yield bias (MAE), (b) yield error variance (RMSE). The
prediction error statistics are based on the full cluster-PCA model.
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on CARs aggregated into k = 6 clusters and M3, which used de-trended step-wise

modeling on CARs aggregated into k = 3 for barley.

Both prediction MAE and RMSE plots show similar plot shapes. MAE and RMSE

are both slightly smaller than those from the step-wise modeling, averaged LOOCV

MAE and RMSE for both spring wheat and barley are large compared to the results

using step-wise modeling. The averaged LOCOV MAE are from 10.78 to 26.69 for

spring wheat and 6.55 for all k values for barley. The averaged LOOCV RMSE are

from from 25.06 to 91.39 for spring wheat and from 14.17 to 24.02 for barley. such

that, we decided M2 with k = 6 and M3 with k = 3 both using step-wise modeling

are the best model for spring wheat and barley, respectively.

Fig. 2.5 shows the predicted clusters based on yield variability - for wheat and

barley (units of bu/ac i.e., bushels/acre) - from left to right, across the Canadian

Provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba. The number of PC scores used to

predict yield within each CAR, alongside the total number of PC scores is indicated.

CAR 4604, highlighted in Fig.2.1a and Fig.2.1b (see legend), did not have sufficient

record length of historical wheat yield for modeling purposes. The crop yield variation

result shows (not shown) these total number of PC scores had explain more than 93 %

of the regional crop yield variations in CAR-scale for both wheat and barley, indicates

the high performance of PCA in data transformation and improves model performance

in yield prediction skills. In the case of barley, a more defined spatial pattern of yield

variability is evident, showing some similarity to the pattern of different soil types

in the Canadian Prairies. Both crops shows a similar core cluster in terms of both

spatial extent and the specific CARs that belong to the cluster. This core cluster

is centered in the southern portion of Saskatchewan. Wheat shows more predicted

yield variability, especially at more northern latitudes or CAR regions. The clusters

identified by the cluster-PCA method comprise CARs with a similar pattern of yield

variability (i.e., yield response to weather including ENSO forcing), as measured in

terms of the number of PC scores required to explain observed yield variance. In this

way, this fraction involving PC scores is an indicator of spatial coherence in yield

response to weather. The number of PC scores associated with highest prediction

skill provides an indicator of spatial coherence in yield; the variability in yield within

clusters is less than between clusters. Predicted cluster-PCA model bias and error

uncertainty under ENSO forcing is shown in Fig. 2.6. Estimated bias and error

variance (bu/ac) provide a reasonable level of accuracy. CARs with high bias do not

necessarily have high error, and likewise for low bias and error - as evident from these
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Figure 2.5 Predicted CAR-clusters from K-means clustering, for (a) wheat and (b)
barley. Results for each subregion are shown in fraction format, where the numerator
is the number of yield PC scores used to predict CAR yields and the denominator
indicates the total number of PC scores.
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Figure 2.6 Predicted yield bias and variance of CAR yield (bu/ac): (a) MAE of
wheat, (b) RMSE of wheat, (c) MAE of barley, (d) RMSE of barley. Prediction errors
of were computed using prediction yield from M2 with k = 6 for wheat and M3 with
k = 3 for barley. Small values of MAE and RMSE indicate higher predictive skill.

model output maps. Bias was higher for CARs in Manitoba for both wheat and barley.

While accounting for ENSO statistically improved yield prediction over all CARs,

no clear spatial pattern in prediction uncertainty is evident across CARs. Separate

from ENSO climate forcing, other spatial variables (confounding or latent factors)

such as soil type and agronomic management play a role in driving such heterogeneity

and are considered implicitly (as opposed to explicitly) in the cluster-based PCA

statistical model approach. While separate clusters of CARs were identified and such

clustering improved the accuracy yield prediction overall, the clustering pattern was

not evident in terms of the bias and variance contributions to accuracy (Fig. 2.7).

In other words, changes to bias in some CARs improved yield prediction, while for
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other CARs, reductions in variance were achieved by the cluster-PCA model. Put

simply, both bias and variance reductions explain why the cluster-PCA model is able

to achieve higher accuracy over other approaches.

2.4 Discussion

The model performance results indicate that a multi-scale (M2 model) is the best-

performing model for wheat, and the CAR-scale model M3 for barley. As shown in Fig.

2.4, sensitivity of model yield prediction vary by crop types, wheat yield prediction

is more sensitive to spatial-scale (and latitude variation) than barley, suggesting a

considerable gain in predictive skill using a clustering approach for wheat over the large

agricultural landscape of the Canadian Prairies. The minimum value of prediction

MAE and RMSE were found at k = 6 for wheat and k = 3 for barley, which this result

matched the findings from the previous modeling study [16]. Averaged crop yield

for 1987-2007 were used to evaluate model predictive skill, nonetheless, historically

this period includes some years with major drought, such as 1988, 2002, and 2007,

where significant yield gaps/declines occurred, as shown in Figs 2.1(b) and (c) and

the spatial varied drops of crop yield affect the result of CAR-scale clustering. As a

result, some CAR regions have different selection of cluster PC yield score for yield

prediction than others (refer to Fig. 2.5). A core or dominant cluster of CARs with a

similar pattern of yield variability is evident in our findings, which roughly overlaps

with a region of low correlation between the ONI index and seasonal precipitation

(1987-2012) (southern ’blue’ region shown in Fig. 2.2c) - this indicates that this cluster

of CARs is a region with a significantly higher ENSO climate (e.g., drought) risk. In

study, the best cluster-PCA models for both wheat and barley yield predictions are

selected by the minimum values of AIC in model selections. [12] suggested AIC or AIC

in small-sample equivalent may not be the optimal model performance measurements

in model selection in all cases, especially with a less relevant in the case when model

assessments is not related to predictions.

Overall, cluster-PCA model prediction achieved higher (and more robust) prediction

of the various benchmarks/non-clustering approaches. In addition, the inclusion of

ENSO forcing led to further gains of reductions of prediction and validation errors

for wheat, thereby improving crop yield prediction. Compared to the MLR and PCR

models, the model types from the cluster-PCA (M1, M2, and M3) provide more

accurate crop yield prediction at the CAR scale. Model performance of prediction and
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Figure 2.7 Relative gains in yield prediction skill (bu/ac) by including ENSO forcing:
(a) Predicted yield bias change (∆MAE) (Wheat), (b) Predicted yield variance
change (∆RMSE) (Wheat), (c) Predicted yield bias change (∆MAE) (Barley), and
(d) Predicted yield variance change (∆RMSE) (Barley). Positive values indicate a
reduction in bias and/or error variance (improved yield prediction), whereas negative
values indicate a gain in bias and/or error variance.
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validation results were shown in Table 2.1. Both prediction and validation errors have

been reduced from the benchmark models (MLR and PCR), specially the reduction of

validation error, over-fitting problems were avoided. This indicates the importance

of scale in predicting crop yield. Clustering of CAR regions led to gains in yield

prediction of wheat, while also being sensitive to crop type. The clustering result

of barley in M3, with 3 clusters was shown in Fig. 2.5. The closely prediction and

LOOCV validation errors from two different clustering results (Provincial and CAR-

scale clusterings) indicates barley has more resistance and well-adapted to geospatial

environment conditions.

In this study, we assumed the influence of ENSO forcing on the regional crop

yield across the Canadian prairies is stationary in time. SST variability (ONI Index)

was found to explain most of the observed crop yield variability of wheat and barley

across the Canadian Prairies. Our cluster-based PCA analysis reveals that such

ENSO variability has a nonlinear (i.e., clustered not directional linear gradient-based)

forcing on crop yield variability at the regional scale. This nonlinear pattern for wheat

yield across the study region (Canadian Prairies) was found to comprise six clusters.

ENSO forcing has one step ahead improve model performance of modeling wheat

yields, provide evidences of the importance of the relationship of ENSO and wheat

yields. The changes of prediction errors shown in Fig. 2.7 also provides evidence of

a spatial pattern of ENSO influence on wheat, across CARs situated in the north-

west to south-east of the Canadian Prairies. CARs located from the Western of

Alberta to the Northern of Manitoba are impacted less from ENSO, as indicated

by negative values in the change of prediction error. The reduction of prediction

error, but increasing LOOCV error for the selected cluster-PCA model, indicates that

ENSO has less significant influence on barley yield across the Canadian Prairies. This

finding suggests that future agriculture practices for wheat in CARs located within the

identified ENSO forcing regions should consider more the climate risk and potential

drought and flood impacts. Also, a significant non-stationary influence of ENSO on

annual maximum precipitation was found on the southern Canadian Prairies. Annual

maximum precipitation was higher in El Niño years than in La Niña years [120, 129].

New crop monitoring and reporting systems like the Agricultural Market Infor-

mation System (AMIS) and Early Warning Crop Monitors, developed by The Group

on Earth Observations’ Global Agricultural Monitoring (GEOGLAM) initiative, seek

to establish consensus through international assessment of crop growing conditions,
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status, and agro-climatic conditions that are likely to impact major crop production4.

An overarching goal of the Joint Experiment of Crop Assessment and Monitoring

(JECAM) global initiative of GEOGLAM is to develop monitoring and reporting

protcols and best practices for agricultural systems, while facilitating a convergence

of modeling methodologies. Linked with the opportunities for breeding crops for the

future, the value-added benefit of such improved crop yield prediction is both to gauge

major climate impacts (like ENSO forcing) on crop yield and improved information to

crop breeding programs that look far into the future across major production areas,

and require more spatially-explicit and accurate information to delineate crop-weather

adaptation zones and establish yield targets [147].

’Next generation’ agroecosystem models that are now being developed will also

require automated statistical algorithms to increase the reliability and consistency of

multi-scale (field, region, globe) operational forecasts for agriculture, incorporating

open collaboration and innovation requirements and capabilities (e.g., Agricultural

Production Systems sIMulator, APSIM) [63, 76, 58]. Causality modeling that con-

siders conditional probabilities and higher-order variable interaction or multi-scale

effects can increase confidence in agricultural crop forecasts and weather adaptation

decisions [96, 95, 93]. Multi-dimensional impact (i.e., integrated social, environmental

and economic) assessments increasingly employ statistical, spatially-explicit (i.e., de-

pendent) approaches when modeling spatially heterogeneous patterns of agricultural

farming activities, changes in rural landscapes, urban-rural interactions and changing

environmental conditions. Cluster-based PCA, as a trend-based, dynamic clustering

approach, provides a method for the automated, optimal identification of risk areas

(i.e., clusters, CARs) having similar levels of vulnerability/risk. This is useful for

agricultural risk practitioners, assessors and managers in assessing crop insurance

risks, by better capturing spatio-temporal dynamics of crop yield at more than one

scale (i.e., multi-scale, multi-resolution). It also offers a consistent methodology for

generating geospatial predictive maps of crop yield and its uncertainty, accounting

for seasonal climate variability (e.g., ENSO), differing crop responses, and changes in

network station density. Here we demonstrate the ability of this approach to boost

the performance of crop yield prediction.

4G20 Action Plan on global food price volatility, www.foodsecurityportal.org/g20-action-plan-
highlights-agriculture-and-food-price-volatility
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2.5 Conclusions

ENSO affects crop yield in a nonlinear way, with factors like other then those rep-

resented by the teleconnection and SST variables (such as disease and agronomic

management) also contribute to variation in crop yields.Significant evidences of influ-

ence of ENSO to barley yield prediction has not obviously observed. The inclusion of

variables measuring soil fertility, soil moisture, plant diseases, insects, and weeds would

undoubtedly help to reduce the unexplained variance. The usefulness of any indicator

of crop yields is greater when it is known with sufficient time so as to help farmers

in their agronomic decisions, for instance prior to the establishment of a given crop.

Supporting earlier finding by [104] our cluster modeling identified coherent regions

within the study area where the crop-yield model was quite effective at explaining crop

yields (northern and western sections) and areas where it was less effective (central

and eastern sections). In fact, no two crop districts used the exact same combination

of variables to predict crop yield. These variations in crop prediction models, model

validations, and patterns of correlation indicate that the physical mechanisms that

link some teleconnections and, to a lesser extent, weather variables with crop yield

operate on a relatively small spatial scale. This work also informs the model-based

selection of predictors, inclusion of crop phenology and ENSO forcing, enhancing the

capabilities and reliability of crop yield seasonal forecasting across Canada linked

with the Integrated Canadian Crop Yield Forecaster (ICCYF) decision-support tool

[27, 95, 127, 11, 88].
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Chapter 3

Spatial and temporal analysis of

heatwave occurrence across the

Canadian agricultural regions using

a copula-Bayesian network model

Heat stress, which is caused by prolonged periods of temperature exceeding a defined

problematic threshold (heatwaves), has become one of the major disaster risks for

agriculture production in Canada. In recent decades, an increasing frequency of

heatwaves and their associated impacts have caused severely impacted crop yield losses,

especially when associated with other weather variables (precipitation and humidity)

during heatwave actives. Many approaches exist to identify heat wave occurrence and

to categorize crop response to heat waves; this contributes to misunderstanding in

how heat stress affects crops. Moreover, the low frequency of heatwave occurrence

limits the application of some Gaussian-based statistical models that require relatively

large frequencies of heat wave event occurrence for (linear) model training; this creates

challenges to the development of efficient model-based strategies for heat stress control.

In this chapter, we present a statistical and machine-learning approach, called the vine-

copula Bayesian model, to explore the complex influences of heat stress on regional

crops across Canada. This approach, based on conditional probability, combines

daily environmental factors from a post-processed reanalysis climate data (Japan

55-year Reanalysis, JRA-55), modeled crop growth assessments (Advanced Very-High-

Resolution Radiometer normalized difference vegetation index, AVHRR NDVI) at 1
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km resolution and five candidate heatwave indices. This approach is validated in 96

Canadian agricultural regions by simulating crop growth using highlighted heat stress

variables from probability model outputs. Results showed an improvement over the

more typically used Gaussian-based Bayesian model. The outputs of this approach

provide a better understanding of crop growth under extremely hot conditions for

guiding decisions when faced with heat stress events.

3.1 introduction

3.1.1 Canada’s agriculture regions and heat stress

Heatwaves, defined as daily temperature raised rapidly for a minimum of some defined

multi-day period, and its negative impacts (heat stress), is one of the major extreme

weather stressors for Canada’s agricultural sector. Canada is a major global agricultural

producer, growing a wide range of agricultural products includes jam berries (blue

berry, cranberry), grains and oil-seeds (wheat, canola, and barley), fruit plants (cherry

and apple), and vine grapes. Most of these agricultural products are summer outdoor

plants. The development of these plants is a function of several variables, especially

temperature, precipitation and humidity. Summer weather conditions vary across

Canada, with milder climates on the coasts, hot and dry on the prairies, and wet

in central Canada. Summer temperatures can often reach higher than 35 ◦C and

have crept up in the last decades. As reported, the rate of temperature increase in in

Canada associated with climate warming has been greater than the globally averaged

temperature increased of about 0.85 ◦C) over the period from 1880 to 2012 (IPCC,

2013. www.ec.gc.ca). Extremely high temperatures during the growing season can

cause significant crop yield reduction, the worst even can cause a 100 % in yield

losses. Agricultural meteorology studies have raised concerns about the global yield

losses from summer heatwaves. [97, 130, 77]. Studies in Canada have found crop

response to heatwaves varies by crop types, regions, and heatwave types. Greater

yield losses are noted when high temperature is associated with a lack of precipitation

[90, 5, 13]. Conditions of high temperature and low precipitation also raise the hazard

of secondary risks, such as environmental events such as wildfires and droughts.

www.ec.gc.ca
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3.1.2 Recent heat stress studies

There are many indices available for identifying heatwave events. Adverse impacts

of high temperatures are usually felt on crops in as little as 2 to 7 days. Most heat

stress impact studies have developed their index to assess specifically the influence of

summer heat stress on crops at large scale [97, 130], which often leave uncertainty and

misunderstanding of heat stress on less-common regional crops. Globally, [130] assessed

yield losses from heat stress to the four major global crops: wheat, maize, rice, and

soybean by using the magnitude and frequency information from heatwaves computed

by a temperature threshold-based index with a minimum day threshold. This study

identified spatial patterns of heat stress intensity for the four major crops around

the world and concluded that Canadian agricultural areas are at a high risk of being

affected by heat stress. The extreme weather disasters study by [77], which evaluates

the influences of extreme weather disasters (droughts, floods, and extreme temperature)

using an average national per-disaster cereal production loss (1964 to 2007), found

extreme heat has caused a 7.0 to 8.1 % reduction of cereal yield reductions. These

studies provided great insight into evaluating the yield loss caused by the intensity

and frequency of heatwaves over the growing seasons. Modern agriculture practices

have an increasing interest in developing efficient strategies to minimize yield losses

from heat stress, which requires a better understanding of heat stress affects among

the development of crop growth and the weather conditions associated with heatwave

activities. A model which can exhibit skill in assessing the impact of heat stress on

summer crop growth and that can identify the significant weather variables for efficient

strategies can make a great benefit to agricultural practices across Canada.

3.1.3 Objectives

The objective of this work is to better understand the effects of heat stress on Canada’s

regional crops. To do this a statistical model is developed, which represents the risks

of heat stress on regional crop growth. In particular, a copula-based Bayesian model

is implemented, which will allow the following specific tasks to be completed: 1)

Detect heatwaves for regional crops across Canada’s agriculture regions and ascertain

heatwave risk (intensity and frequency) across the country, 2) Highlight weather

conditions that affect crop growth during heatwave actives, 3) Evaluate the starting

date of heatwave effects, and 4) Improve model performance in probability predictions

for regional crop growth under low occurrence of heatwaves. This will provide helpful
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information for agriculture advisors/producers to improve their decision-making in

their efforts to manage risk exposure to high summer temperatures.

3.2 Materials and methods

3.2.1 Study site

The study sites used in this study were a set of 96 agriculture regions selected from

Canada’s eco-district farming areas based on the findings from a recent study by [94],

which had downscaled climate scenarios to a high resolution of 10 km for a set of

selected Canada agricultural regions. Specific regions were retained for study based on

the following criteria: 1) Regions have high levels of agricultural activity, 2) Regions

are fully within the agricultural lands in the distinct eco-zones of Canada, zones which

are in turn defined by climate conditions, and 3) Regions contain a maximum number

of high-quality, long-term climate monitoring stations, and a maximum number of

climate model scenario evaluations for long-term studies. Regions were confirmed to

be agriculture regions within the eco-zones of Canada through the Google mapping

website (https://www.google.ca/maps). Fig. 3.1 show the geo-spatial mapping

of the study regions (black circle dots) located within the eco-zones (grey areas)

of 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, and 14 across the country. These eco-zones are in the south of

Canada, producing a wide range of agricultural productions driven by the uncertain

and changing climate conditions over summer seasons.

3.2.2 Weather data

Daily weather variables (temperature, precipitation, and relative humidity) over the

summer seasons (April to September) during a 26-years study period from 1987 to

2012 were the bias-corrected data from the Japanese 55-year Reanalysis (JRA-55) in

the S14 retrospective meteorological forcing dataset (S14FD, http://h08.nies.go.

jp/s14/). Daily weather data from the JRA-55 are high-quality reanalysis climate

dataset generated by using a highly sophisticated operational Data Assimilation

(DA) system and newly prepared dataset of historical observations. weather datasets

have homogenized in time (up to 3-hourly) and space (around 50km) since 1958 to

current dates. JRA-55 provides a wide range of weather variables for multiple weather

purpose use includes meteorological agriculture factors (temperature, precipitation,

https://www.google.ca/maps
http://h08.nies.go.jp/s14/
http://h08.nies.go.jp/s14/
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Figure 3.1 The eco-zones across Canada. The eco-zones in grey are the major
agricultural farming areas of Canada. The black circle dots within the agricultural
eco-zones are a set of 96 high activities agricultural regions.
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and humidity) at near surface level, long term seasonal forecasts, extreme weather

analysis (heat stress), and climate monitoring. The S14FD was developed by the

organization of Institute for Agro-Environmental Sciences, National Agriculture and

Food Research Institute in Japan (http://metadata.diasjp.net). It offers 11 bias-

corrected daily climate variables over the globe from 1958 to 2013 by using a set of

bias-correction methods and forcing data sets in different General Circulation Model

(GCMs) and Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs). Daily weather variables

include daily temperatures(minimum, maximum, and mean) at 2m, relative/specific

humidity (2m), total precipitation, mean downward shortwave/long-wave radiation

flux, mean vapor/surface pressure, and wind speed (10m) are all at surface levels.

The bias-corrected weather variables from S14FD has shown to have advantages in

improving the accuracy of observed temperature and precipitation extremes in recent

decades (1961-2000 and 1979-2008) than other forcing data sets [64]. Daily weather

variables from JRA-55 data in biased-corrected S14 can provide high-quality historical

weather data for the studies of agricultural climatology in weather extremes. Daily

weather variables of minimum/maximum temperature, relative humidity, and total

precipitation from the bias-corrected JRA-55 in S14FD were used in this study to

detect heat stress events and model the impacts of heat stress on crop developments.

3.2.3 Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) was obtained from historical satel-

lite images of Advanced Very High-Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) in the Crop

Condition Assessment Program (CCAP)(https://open.canada.ca/data/). AVHRR

continuous providing four- to six-band multi-spectral data from the Administration

(NOAA) polar-orbiting satellite series for global vegetation monitoring in a time

intervals of every 7- and 14-days, and in a spatial resolution of 1.1 kilometers since

1979 to present. CCAP is developed and maintained by the Remote Sensing and

Geospatial Analysis Section (RSGA) within the Agriculture Division, which keeps

providing reliable, objective, and detailed information on crop and pasture conditions

using mapping images for the whole Canadian agricultural area and the northern

portion of the United States. CCAP supports AVHRR data since 1987 for most of

the growing weeks in Canada in summer seasons (between Julian weeks 15 and 41).

The NDVI values from AVHRR 1 km data have been widely used for environmental

monitoring and extreme weather monitoring [98, 36, 128]. The conversion equation

http://metadata.diasjp.net
https://open.canada.ca/data/
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from AVHRR to NDVI has shown as below:

NDV I = (AVHRR− 10000)/10000 (3.1)

where AVHRR is the historical satellite image values. A time-series NDVI data in

a 14-days interval over the summer growing seasons from 1987 to 2012 have used to

assess the development of crop plants over the study regions in this study.

3.2.4 Measuring crop heatwave stress

Evaluations of heat stress on crop developments in this study were obtained from a set

of heatwaves detected from the five selected heatwave index. These heatwave index

were all driven by daily weather variables of temperature and precipitation, which

can be easily obtained and apply for most of the regional crops across Canada. The

first widely used heat stress index is the 95th percentile index, which a Heatwaves

has defined when the daily maximum temperature is over the 95th percentile value

in long-term monitoring. This pure and straightforward temperature-based index is

one of the most commonly used index in heatwave impact studies. It has advantages

in assessing final crop yield losses due to the disaster impacts of extremely high

temperature but may remain uncertainty in heatwave frequency and duration as a

heatwave event maybe shifted from one short-term period to another by the drought

years or warmer years in the study period. The formula of the 95th percentile index

has shown below:

FX(x) = Pr(X ≤ x) = 0.95 (3.2)

where FX is the cumulative density function for daily maximum temperature and x

is the temperature threshold that higher than 95th percentile of the daily maximum

temperature over the summer seasons from 1987 to 2012.

Another widely used index is the constant heat stress index, in which a heatwave

event has detected when the daily maximum temperature is over a constant threshold

temperature. Crop plants can develop their resistance against cold and hot environ-

mental conditions. Most major crops have their plant resistance for high temperature

extreme at a range between 28 and 35 ◦C [130, 97]. High temperature over 28 ◦C

in the flowering stage of some major crops, such as wheat, can result a significant

reduction in final yield. A constant threshold of daily maximum temperature at 28 ◦C
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has used in this study. This constant-based heatwave index can be easily applied in

heatwave detection for an individual year without a long-term observation. Summer

temperature reaches, or over than 28 ◦C are often can be found at late summers for

regions located at a higher latitude and can be earlier for a lower latitude regions.

The Crop Stress Index (CSI) introduced by [48] is a crop heat stress index computed

by using accumulate daily temperature and precipitation in a month-long period. It

was developed for major cereal crops and has been correlated with wheat yields and

grasshopper populations in Saskatchewan in Canada, a cotton pest in Australia, and

regional drought in the U.S. North Central Region (NCR) [49, 54, 47]. The application

of CSI in the NCR regions has shown a negative relationship between the values of

CSI and yield losses with each unit increase in the CSI has resulted in a 0.14 and

0.004 Mg/ha yield reduction for corn and soybean, respectively [48]. The equation of

the CSI is:

CSI =
CGDD10

(CTP + 1)
(3.3)

where CGDD and CTP are the cumulative growing degree days (GDD) at a 10 ◦C

base temperature and total precipitation (mm), respectively, in a month period. GDD

can be calculated as:

GDD =
Tmax + Tmin

2
− 10

where Tmax and Tmin are the daily maximum and minimum temperature, respectively.

Change-point detection approach has widely used in heatwave detection by com-

paring the changes of averaged daily temperature in a short-term to a longer-term

observation. Two Change-point detection based heat index, the Excess Heat Factor

(EHF) [91], and the heatwave Magnitude Index daily (HWMId)[113], were used. The

calculation of EHF is a combination of another two Change-point-based index, the

significance index (EHIsig) and the acclimatization index (EHIaccl). The EHIsig

has computes the changes of an average daily mean temperature at three-day period

(the current day and the next two days) to the 95th percentile threshold a full set of

observation while the EHIaccl has computes the changes of an averaged temperature

at three-days period to longer period from 30 days ago. The equations of EHIsig and

EHIaccl can be expressed as:

EHIsig =
(Ti + Ti+1 + Ti+2)

3
− T95
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EHIacc =
(Ti + Ti+1 + Ti+2)

3
− (Ti−1 + · · ·+ Ti−30)

30

where Ti is the mean daily temperature for day i and T95 is the 95th percentile daily

mean temperature calculated by using Eq. 3.2. The equation of EHF can be obtained

by:

EHF = max(0, EHIsig) ∗max(1, EHIacc) (3.4)

where max(a, b) is the maximum value between a and b. A heatwave event is defined

when EHF > 0. A three days period from day i to day i+ 2 are classified as event

days for every positive value of EHF at day i.

The Heatwave Magnitude Index daily (HWMId) introduced by [112] is an improve-

ment of the Heatwave Magnitude Index (HWMI). The HWMId is a percentile- based

index with its temperature threshold is obtained at a 90th percentile value from the

daily temperature in a 31 days window over the years from 1987 to 2012. Let Ad

denotes as a subset of daily maximum temperature for a summer day i, then Ad can

be expressed as:

Ad = ∩2012
1987 ∩d+15

d−15 Ty,i (3.5)

where Ty,i is the maximum daily temperature at day i in year y. Ad containing all

maximum daily temperature from day i− 15 to day i+ 15 over the years for Ty,i. A

heatwave day is defined if a maximum daily temperature at day i is higher than the

90th percentile of Ad.

3.2.5 Copula-Bayesian networks

Bayesian networks (BNs) are direct acyclic graphical (DAG) models that used to

represent the complex joint probability distribution between network variables. The

complex causal relationships between random variables Xi are split into multiple local

distributions and represented as a DAG. Independent random variables within a DAG

are represented as nodes and linked by edges from the direct causes as determined by

the conditional dependencies probability P . Each variable is conditionally dependent

on its effects and independent of its non-effects. Let X denoted as a set of random
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variables in a DAG, then the full joint probability distribution has expressed as:

P (X) = P (x1, x2, . . . , xn) =
n∏
i=1

P (xi|πi) (3.6)

with the conditional local distribution can be express as:

P (xi|πi) =
P (xi, πi)

P (πi)
(3.7)

where xi and πi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, are child and parent nodes, respectively. The distribu-

tion of child nodes depends only on their parent nodes, the number of which is limited.

The global joint distribution is split into local distributions as network structure and

parameters are learned from such a structure using the network observations.

There are several advantages of using a Bayesian network over traditional regression

methods in environmental apply science studies. Firstly, the flexibility of BNs allows

divers of data types, including discrete, continuous, and mix (discrete and continuous)

in model learning. Secondly, BN models can capture the inter-dependencies between

non-linear environmental variables. Lastly, the graphical nature of a BN makes

the dependence configuration more explicit between environmental variables, which

enable one to make probability inferences of local distributions from a complex DAG

[100, 119].

In structure learning, independent random variables can be linked by dependent

evidence from expert’s experience on the field, study findings, or dependent algorithms.

Model structure of a Bayesian has represented by child and parent nodes. Data type in

parent nodes can either be discrete or continuous, but only continuous data are allowed

in child nodes. The performance of a BN in parameter learning is dependent on the

sample size of the observation. Independent random variables have generally assumed

to be Gaussian distributed in model learning when the sample size of observation

is large as followed by the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) that the distribution of

sample means will approximate to a Gaussian distribution when the sample size is

large enough. This approximation provides tremendous convenience in parameter

learning from a complex model structure, but may be be the case in heat stress studies

as the low frequency of heatwave occurrence. Copula approach was applied to improve

the model performance in parameter learning by modeling the dependent structures

between child and parent nodes within a BN network.

Copula approaches are multivariate cumulative distributions often used to describe
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the dependence structures between random variables. It is on an n-dimensional unit

cube with the marginal probability distribution of its n random variables are uniformly

distributed within an interval of [0, 1] [66, 108, 116, 7]. Copula approach is an excellent

tool for modeling and simulating correlated random variables, which it can present a

multivariate dependence of the marginals as a function of univariate marginals and a

copula link function C [92, 78, 72].

The development of copulas has rooted in Sklar’s theorem [123] that any mul-

tivariate distribution can be represented as a copula function of its marginals. To

explain the concepts of the copula in more detail, let define F (x1, . . . , xn) be any

multivariate distribution over its random variables from x1 to xn, then there exists a

copula function such that:

F (x1, . . . , xn) = c(FX1(x1), . . . , FXn(xn)). (3.8)

where FXi(xi) is the univariate cumulative distribution function of the random variables

Xi and C(·) is the copula that capturing the dependence structure between random

variables from X1 to Xn. If each F (xi) is continuous then C is unique. When the

random variables X are continuous, and by using the chain rule, the joint probability

density function f(x) can be expressed as:

f(x) =
∂nC(F (x1), . . . , F (xn))

∂F (x1) . . . ∂F (xn)

∏
i

f(xi) = c(F (x1), . . . , F (xn))
∏
i

f(xi) (3.9)

where C(F (x1), . . . , F (xn)) is called the copula density function.

Compares to most linearly dependent based approaches, such as multivariate

Gaussian distribution, copula provides more useful results in representing non-linear

dependent structures in multivariate elliptical distributions. When copula approaches

apply to the local distributions within the DAG of a Bayesian network (CBNs), it

often results in a significant improvement in representing the dependent relationships

between child and parents sets, especially when the sample size is small [37, 148]. By

applying Eq. 3.9 in Eq. 3.7, [37] have shown the local conditional probability density

f(xi|πi) for a continuous random variable xi can be expressed as:

f(xi|πi) = Rc(F (xi), F (yi1), . . . , F (yik))f(xi) (3.10)
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where Rc is a ration function of:

Rc(F (xi), F (yi1), . . . , F (yik)) =
c(F (xi), F (yi1), . . . , F (yik))

∂kC(1,F (yi1),...,F (yik))
∂F (yi1)...∂F (yik)

(3.11)

where Rc is equal to 1 when πi = 0. If xi has only one parent in πi, such that k = 1.

Let πi = yi1 as the only parent for child xi, then the conditional density function of

f(xi|πi) can be simplified as:

f(xi|yi1) = Rc(F (xi), F (yi1))f(xi) = ci(F (xi), F (yi1))f(xi) (3.12)

where ci is a local copula modeling the dependence structures between the child node

xi and its parent yi1, such a copula also called vine-copula. The heatwaves used in this

study from different heatwave index were in different periods. Using vine-copula rather

than multivariate copula can provides a better understanding of the influence of heat

stress on crop growth from each heatwave index. Multivariate copula often requires

a large sample size from long-term monitoring in model learning, which vine-copula

has a better fit to the low occurrence heatwaves as it requires much less observations

than multivariate copula. The copula Bayesian model was coded and implemented

using the statistical programming language R (version 3.5.3) making use of libraries:

bnlearn (Bayesian network learning), copula (multivariate distributions constructed

from copulas), VineCopula (maximum likelihood estimation of vine copula families),

and other plotting packages (i.e., ggplot2, raster, ggspatial).

3.3 Copula-Bayesian Network Learning

3.3.1 Data processing

At each of the growing season, AVHRR satellite mapping for the regional crops across

Canada starts from different starting dates based on long-term monitoring. NDVI

data were obtained from the weekly observed AVHRR using Eq. 3.1 and has used as

an assessment for regional crop growth. Heatwave detection started on the same date

as AVHRR monitoring started. Crop plants have their minimum days (2 7 days) in

resistance to be affected by heatwaves. Regional heatwaves have detected from the five

heatwave index as discussed in section 3.2.4 in different minimum days using weather

observations from the post-processed JRA-55 in S14FD from 1987 to 2012. To obtain
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more heat stress data for modeling learning, observations have generated in two-weeks

intervals. That is, the observation of NDVI at the current week has compared to the

observation from two weeks ago, and the differences of NDVI was used as heat stress

assessment. In such a way, a heatwave can have a maximum duration of 14 days,

and multiple heatwaves can be detected within each two-weeks intervals. A heatwave

with a duration across observation will be cut-shorts by the current week but can be

captured again by the next observation on next week. The influence of heat stress

on regional crops has assessed by the heat stress variables (heatwave intensity and

daily weather variables (temperature, precipitation, and humidity)) over the heatwave

actives. Heatwave intensity were assessed in two ways, heatwave magnitude and

heatwave degrees. The heatwave magnitude a temperature-based index, it was first

introduced by [113] used to calculate the daily heat intensity in a European study.

The heatwave magnitude is counting the accumulated degrees of daily maximum

temperature from the 25th and 75th percentile value from the historical observation.

The equation for the heatwave magnitude has expressed as:

Md(Td) =

{
Td−T26y25p

T26y75p−T26y25p
if Td > T26y25p

0 if Td ≤ T26y25p

(3.13)

where Td is the maximum daily temperature on day d. T26y25p and T26y75p are the 25th

and 75th percentile values, respectively, from the observed maximum daily temperature

from 1987 to 2012. Md is a non-negative value and only taking the degree values into

account when the maximum daily temperature is higher than the 25th percentile from

the observation. The heatwave degrees a heatwave index-based assessment, it has

counting the degrees of heat stress index changes over each two-weeks intervals. The

calculation of heatwave degrees is:

Vd = Xd −Based (3.14)

where Xd and Based are the daily value and the base value, which varied in heatwave

index. For temperature threshold based heat index, such as Percentile, Constant ,

and HWMId, Xd is the maximum daily temperature and Based is the temperature

threshold from the heatwave index. While for CSI and EHF , Xd is the index value

of CSI and EHF , and Based is equal to 0 as the values of heatwave index lower

than 0 indicates there is no heatwave occurs. Others, the averaged daily maximum

temperature, precipitation, and relative humidity over heatwaves actives has computed
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and used for heat stress risks assessment.

3.3.2 Network learning

Three critical factors have considered when copula applied in Bayesian networks.

Firstly, dependence structure modeling using copula approaches has restricted by

the random variables showing in an independent relationship or shallow relationship,

independent test between the two variables may need before the dependence structure

modeling. Secondly, copula requires knowing the marginal distributions of its random

variables for copula selection. The commonly used of normality distributed assumption

for continuous random variables within a Bayesian network may not suit for the low

occurrence of heatwaves. Marginal distributions need to be identified by the empirical

observations. In lastly, copula are well representing the dependence structures for

continuous random variables in the Bayesian network [72]. When only continuous

variables are in a Bayesian network structure, the use of copula can representing

the joint probability and dependence structure between the nodes in the DAG in

an efficient way, which allows separating the selection of a multivariate distribution

from multiple one-dimensional marginal distributions and enables a high flexibility

cumulative distributions [30]. Network modifications may be needed in network

structure learning when network variables contains discrete data types in a DAG.

The relationship between the heat stress variables and the NDVI has computed

using Spearman’s Rank-order correlation. Compare to Pearson correlation in evalu-

ating the linear relationships between the variables, Spearman correlation tends to

evaluate the monotonic relationship between two continuous or ordinal variables, which

allows the correlated variables to changes together at a non-linear rate. In Spearman’s

correlation, variables are ranked in orders and used to compute the coefficient of the

correlation. The equation used to calculate the coefficient of Spearman’s Rank-Order

correlation is:

ρ = 1− 6
∑
d2
i

n(n2 − 1)
(3.15)

where d is the rank difference of the two variables and n is the number of observations.

ρ is the correlation coefficient having values between -1 to 1 with values more close

to -1 and 1 indicates the two variables are in a more definite negative and positive

relationships, respectively. While the values of ρ closes to 0 indicates a fragile

relationship. To obtain better observations for model learning, we defined a heatwave
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Table 3.1 A set of candidate marginals probability distributions

Distribution Probability density function Parameters Description
Normal f(x) = 1√

(2π)σ
exp{−(x− µ)2/(2σ2)} µ, σ2 sample mean, sample variance

Log-Normal f(x) = 1√
(2π)σx

exp{−(lnx− µ)2/(2σ2)} µ, σ2 sample mean, sample variance

Gamma f(x;α, β) = βαxα−1e−βx

Γ(α)
α, β shape parameter, inverse scale parameter

GEV f(s; ξ) =

{
(1 + ξs)(−1/ξ)−1exp(−(1 + ξs)−1/ξ) if ξ 6= 0
exp(−s)exp(−exp(−s)) if ξ = 0

s, ξ s = x−µ
σ

, shape parameter

variable is significant if it has an absolute value of |ρ| higher than 0.2 with NDVI and

has a higher than 50 occurrence from 1987 to 2012, which has an averaged frequency

of higher than two times in annually.

Evaluations of marginal distributions for both heat stress variables and NDVI has

done using the Shapiro-Wilk Goodness-of-Fit tests on a set of candidate probability

distributions. Heatwave variables are non-negative values. Probability distributions

have chosen from Gaussian, gamma, log-normal, and generalized extreme value (GEV)

distributions. While for NDVI, best fit distribution have chosen from Gaussian and

generalized extreme value distributions. The probability density functions and the

parameter description of the candidate probability distributions have shown in Table

3.1.

The Shapiro-Wilk test has introduced by [122] for testing the goodness of fit

between the expected distribution on the observation with an null hypothesis of a

sample variable is came from a normally distributed population. The W-statistic of

the Shapiro-Wilk is:

W =
(
∑n

i=1 aix(i))
2∑n

i=1(xi − x̄)2
(3.16)

where x(i) is the ith order element in the sample variable, ai is the coefficient for

x(i), and x̄ is the sample mean. The null hypothesis is rejected if the returned

p-value from the W-statistic is less than 0.05, and one can conclude that there is no

evidence to support the sample variable is normally distributed. Shapiro-Wilk test

has applied to select the best empirical distribution for both heatwave variable and

NDVI, respectively, from the candidate distributions listed in Table. 3.1. The best

fit distribution is chosen by the largest value of p-value, which the selected candidate

distribution has the best fit to the observation. If all returned p-value are less than

0.05, none of the candidate distribution have a good fit to the observation.

Independent test between the heat stress variable and NDVI has performed in
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a Kendall’s τ -based bivariate asymptotic independence test. The equation of the

bivariate asymptotic independent test is:

T =

(
9N(N − 1)

2(2N + 5)

)0.5

∗ |τ | (3.17)

where N is the number of observations and τ̂ is the empirical Kendall’s tau of the

data vectors u1 and u2. u1 and u2 are the data vectors of heat stress variable and

NDVI, respectively, with values are within an interval of [0,1]. The p-value of the null

hypothesis of bivariate independence can be calculated as:

p.value = 2 ∗ (1− φ(τ)) (3.18)

where τ is the coefficient of Kendall’s correlation and can be calculated as:

τ =
2

n(n− 1)

∑
i<j

sgn(xi − xj)sgn(yi − yj) (3.19)

The hypothesis of which the two variables are independent will be rejected if P.value

is less than 0.05. The bivariate independence test has applied to test the relationship

between each heat stress variable and NDVI. A heat stress variable will be removed if

it shows an independent relationship with NDVI.

3.3.3 Selection of copula distribution

Suppose F1 and F2 are representing the marginal distribution for random heat stress

variable and NDVI, respectively. Then we can have:

Fi(F
−1
i (y)) = y (3.20)

where F−1(·) denotes as the inverse of F (·). By evaluating Eq. 3.8 at xi = F−1
i (ui)

and use Eq. 3.20, we can obtain a copula distribution from Eq. 3.8 as:

F (x1, x2) = C(u1, u2) = F (F−1
1 (u1), F−1

2 (u2)) (3.21)

By using Eq. 3.21, the best fit copula distribution has selected from a set of five

candidate marginal distributions as shown in Table. 3.2, including Gaussian, Student-t,

Clayton, Gumbel, and Frank distributions. In copula selection, the parameters of

the candidate distribution have fitted using maximum likelihood estimation and use
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Table 3.2 A range of candidate distributions for bivariate copula.

Distribution Copula parameters Descriptions
Gaussian ΦP (Φ−1(u1),Φ−1(u2)) P correlation matrix

Student-t tν,P (t−1
ν (u1), t−1

ν (u2)) ν degrees of freedom

Gumbel exp
(
−((− lnu1)θ + (− lnu2)θ)

1
θ

)
θ parameter, θ ∈ [1,∞)

Clayton (u−θ1 + u−θ2 − 1)−1/θ θ parameter, θ ∈ [−1,∞)\{0}

Frank θe−θ(u+v)(e−θ−1)

(e−θ(u+v)−e−θu−e−θve−θ)
θ parameter, θ ∈ (−∞,∞)\{0}

to compute the model fit measurement of Akaike Information Criteria (AIC). The

’best’ copula families is selected by the one which has the minimum value in AIC.

The Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) has introducted by [2]. It is a measurement

used for estimating the relative amount of information lost by a given model with the

trade-off between the goodness-of-fit of the model and the simplicity of the model. A

smaller value of AIC indicates the candidate model has a better fit to the observations.

For observation uij , i = 1, . . . , N , j = 1, 2, the AIC of a bivariate copula family c with

parameters θ is defined as

AIC := −2
N∑
i=1

ln[c(ui,1, ui,2|θ)] + 2k (3.22)

where k = 1 for one parameter copula and k = 2 for the two parameter (t-copula).

Given the distributions of the marginals and copula, a set of heat stress variables has

identified for dependence structure modeling for regional crop growth during heatwave

actives using Eq. 3.12.

In this study, the causal relationships between heat stress on regional crop growth

from daily weather changes has modeled using a hybrid Bayesian network, which a

Bayesian network contains both discrete and continuous random variables.

Network structure has learned based on the causal relationships and outputs from

statistical tests, as discussed above. To apply vine-copula in the hybrid data type

Bayesian network model, values of discrete variables have classified into levels except

for heat stress variable and NDVI. Such that, the dependent modeling between a heat

stress variable and NDVI can be obtained when given the levels of the discrete parent.

Model performance in probability prediction of crop growth using heat stress variables

has examined using simulation. A Bayesian network model with high performance in

probability prediction should have the same high skills in representing the dependence
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structures of local distributions within the network structure [7, 37, 148, 75]. Simulation

results from CBN have compared to the results from a Gaussian-based Bayesian

network with the same network structure, which local distributions are assumed to

follow a Gaussian distribution. The ’best’ network model is then used to explore heat

stress risks for regional crops.

3.3.4 Spatial and temporal analysis

Although heatwaves typically occur in late summer months when the temperature

reaches the highest period of the year (i.e., July, August, and September), recent

studies have found heatwave occurrence tends to be more frequent and earlier over

recent decades due to the increasing global temperature [28]. Earlier heatwave

occurrence can result in severe damage to young crops that have a low resistance to

high temperatures. Knowing the affecting date of heatwaves on regional crops can

help agriculture producers do better anticipate and respond to heat stress risk to

lessen its impact/s. Six candidate starting dates from May to July (May 1, May 15,

June 1, June 15, July 1, and July 15) have tested using Spearman’s correlations from

Eq. 3.15. Spearman’s correlations have performed to each regional heat stress variable

and NDVI on the starting dates. A correlation coefficient is replaced by 0 if it has

the absolute Spearman’s coefficient is less than 0.2. Averaged absolute value of the

coefficients has computed for comparison, and the best starting date has selected by

the one has the highest value.

Spatial analysis of minimum day affecting by heat stress was performed from a

set of the significant regional heatwaves from the best model outputs. A heatwave

event is significant if it has at least one heat stress variable that has a dependence

relationship with regional crops. A region with a smaller value in minimum days is

likely to have higher heatwave risks in frequency than other regions. The result of

this spatial analysis provides a better understanding of regional crop resistance to

heatwaves and environmental heat stress risks from heatwave frequency.

Weather conditions during heatwave actives are playing a key role in the develop-

ment of regional crops. Identify regional extreme weather conditions provides a better

understanding of regional crop growth under heat stress. Identification of extreme

weather variables for regional crops has done from the causal relationships in the

network structure from the best Bayesian network model. Extreme weather variables

include daily maximum temperature, precipitation, and relative humidity. As the daily
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maximum temperature is the primary driver for detecting heatwaves, it is the base

extreme weather variable for all study regions. The computation of CSI contains both

temperature and precipitation in its equation. Precipitation is identified if a region

has any CSI-based heatwave. Other than that, precipitation and relative humidity

can be identified if it shows a dependence relationship with DNVI during heatwave

actives.

Long-term sensitivity of heat stress risks has performed using heatwave intensity

and frequency. Heatwave intensity has measured using the averaged daily maximum

temperature during heatwaves over the study period from 1987 to 2012. A region has

high values in both heatwave frequency and intensity is likely to have more severe

damage from heat stress risks. A region has a high frequency of heatwave and small

heatwave intensity suggests the regional crop is facing a higher than normal heatwave

occurrence in the region. While a low heatwave frequency and high heatwave intensity

suggests agricultural producers should pay attentions on the detected heatwaves on

their regions due to the disaster damage of heatwaves to crops. This long-term test

can provide useful information for long-term agriculture planning from extreme hot

temperature risks.

Inter-comparison of short-term sensitivity of heat stress risk has done using heat-

wave frequency and intensity on the last five study years (2008 to 2012) minus the

heatwaves occur on the first five study years (1987 to 1991). Increased heatwave

frequency and intensity suggests the region is going to have an increasing disaster risk

from heatwaves. While decreased values in heatwave frequency and intensity suggests

a decreasing heatwave impact in the region. This inter-comparison can provides a

future heatwave scenario for agriculture producers based on the evidence from the

historical observation.

3.4 Results

The structure of the copula Bayesian network (CBN) is shown in Fig. 3.2. Network

random variables include marginal distribution, minimum days, variable type, heatwave

index, coefficient of Spearman correlation, independent test, and frequency are in

discrete data type and heat stress variable, and NDVI are in continuous data type.

Levels of the discrete network variables have shown in the dashed window below each

discrete variable. The values of the coefficient of Spearman’s correlation has split

into two levels at an absolute threshold of 0.2 as we found copula works better in
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dependence modelings when the variables have an absolute coefficient higher than

0.2. The independent test between the heat stress variable and NDVI was based

on the p-value obtained from Eq. 3.18. If the p-value was less than 0.05, the two

variables have a dependent relationship. Observation of heat stress variable in the

network is determined by the levels of heatwave index, variable type and minimum

days. Example of a heat stress variable has a CSI in heatwave index, heat degrees

in variable type, and four days in minimum days indicates the heat stress variable

has the observation of heat degrees obtained from the CSI-based heatwaves with a

minimum heat duration of four days. NDVI was linked by the parent nodes of heat

stress variable, marginal distribution and region. Dependence structure modeling

between heat stress variable and NDVI using vine-copula has done using the marginal

distributions and a copula distribution from the minimum AIC from Eq. 3.22.

Model outputs of copula Bayesian network (CBN) highlight a set of heatwaves that

are affecting regional crops. We classified all the detected heatwaves from model output

by heatwave index and minimum days. If heatwaves were detected from the same

heatwave index, but in different minimum days, the smaller value would be used. In

such a way, agriculture producers can easily classify heatwaves by index and knowing

when a detected heatwave will start affecting their regional crops. Model simulations

of probability predictions of crop growth under heat stress risks has performed using

the heat stress variables from the classified heatwaves. The comparison result of crop

growth simulation in the CBN and Gaussian-based Bayesian network model have

performed. The comparison result shows an improvement in the model performance

of NDVI probability prediction has found in CBN. A sample comparison result for

a prairies region located in eco-zone 10 has shown in Fig. 3.3. The development of

regional crop over the detected heatwaves has predicted using two heatwave variables,

heatwave magnitude with a 3-days in minimum days from HWMId (HWMI.M3) and

precipitation with a 4-days in minimum days from CSI. Heatwaves detected from CSI

have a higher frequency of occurrence than HWMId. The simulation result shows

that the dependence structure modelings between NDVI and heat stress variables

were better in CBN than in the Gaussian-based Bayesian network. The simulation

results in CBN are very similar to the empirical observations, which can provide high

accuracy in probability prediction. CBN has chosen as the best model for heat stress

risks modeling.

Spatial analysis of the ’best’ starting date of heat stress risk is shown in Fig.

3.4. The ’best’ starting date was selected by the highest value of averaged absolute
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Spearman Correlation
𝜌 < 0.2
𝜌 ≥ 0.2

Heat Magnitude
Heat Degrees

Maximum Temperature
Total Precipitation
Relative Humidity

Variable Type

Heatwave Index
95th Percentile

Constant (28 ℃)
CSI
EHF

HWMId

NDVI

Ecoregion 𝑖

Heat stress variableIndependent
Yes
No

2
3
4
5
6
7

Minimum Days

Frequency
Less than 50
At least 50

Normal
Log-Normal

Gamma
Generalized Extreme Value

None

Marginal Distribution 1

Normal
Generalized Extreme Value

None

Marginal Distribution 2

Figure 3.2 A learning process of the paired-copula Bayesian network. Network
variables in the hybrid Bayesian network structure are in discrete data types and
have classified into levels for model learning except heat stress variable and NDVI.
The causal relationship between heat stress variable and NDVI has learned with the
paired-copula approach from the selected candidate distributions and the copula family
distributions.
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Figure 3.3 An example of simulation for NDVI probability predictions. Model
simulation has performed using two classified heatwave types, heatwave magnitude
with a 3-days in minimum days from HWMId (HWMI.M3) and precipitation with a
4-days in minimum days from CSI. Model simulations for NDVI probability predictions
from CBN has compared to the empirical observations and a Gaussian-based Bayesian
network.
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coefficient from Spearman’s correlation in a range of dates at the beginning (01) and

the middle (15th) day of the month from May to July. The. Study regions located in

eco-zones 9, 10, 13, and 14 were shown in the left and eco-zone 7 and 8 were shown

on the right. Subfigures on Fig. 3.4 from top to bottom are May, June, and July.

The result shows Canada’s eco-zones has more than half of its agriculture regions

are affected by early heatwaves of the growing season. The earliest affecting date at

May 01 has found in most of the eco-zones except eco-zone 8. Spatial crops paired

by eco-zones 7 and 13, 8 and 14, 9 and 10, have a similar response to the affecting

date from heat stress. A spatial pattern on the affecting date has found. Heat stress

is starting to affect the crop growth on the regions located on the coastal eco-zones 7

and 13 and the center eco-zones 9 and 10 in May, then extend to the nearby neighbor

eco-zones 8 and 14 in June and forward to eco-zones 7, 8, 13, and 14 in July. The crop

grows on the Canadian prairies (eco-zones 9 and 10) are very sensitive to heat stress,

most of the crops within these two eco-zones has heat stress from May. While crops

grow on the two coastal eco-zones tend to have two kinds of crops, the more sensitive

crops have heat stress affects from May and the less sensitive crops are from July.

Fig. 3.5 shows the spatial analysis result of the minimum days of regional crop

affected by a heatwave. The minimum days has selected from a range value from 2-

to 7- days from the heatwaves detected in two-weeks observation intervals. The result

shows that local crops grow across Canada’s agriculture eco-zones has minimum days

of 2-, 3-, 4- and 6-days affected by a heatwave. Most of the regions have a minimum

day between 2 and 3 days, except two regions in eco-zone 13 are in 4-days and one

region in eco-zone 7 is in 6-days.

Fig. 3.6 shows the significant weather conditions affecting regional crop growth

during heatwave actives. Weather conditions include temperature only (T, empty

circles), temperature and precipitation (TP, solid circles), temperature and relative

humidity (TR, empty triangles), and all three weather variables (TPR, solid trian-

gles). Heat stress affecting the regional crop growths in eco-zone 13 tends to relate

temperature with few regions that have affected by precipitation and humidity. None

of the crops in eco-zone 14 has affected by temperature and precipitation conditions

during heatwaves actives. The growth of crops in eco-zone 8, 9, and 10 are more

likely affected by complex weather conditions of temperature and precipitation, or

temperature, precipitation, and humidity. The development of crop grows on eco-zone

7 are likely affected by humidity conditions (TR, and TPR) during heatwave actives.

Long-term spatial comparison of heatwave intensity (averaged maximum tempera-
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Figure 3.4 Spatial analysis of the estimated starting date of heat stress risk across
the eco-zones 7 and 8 (right side figures), and 9, 10, 13, and 14 (left side figures). The
’best’ starting date has selected at every first day 01 (empty circles) and the fifth day
15 (solid circle) for the months of May (top), June (middle), and July (bottom).
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Figure 3.5 A spatial representation of minimum days of heatwaves occurrences on
regional crops across Canada. The minimum days has defined from a range of days
from 2 to 7 in two-weeks observation intervals. Minimum days of 2-Days (empty
circles), 3-Days (solid circles), 4-Days (empty triangles), and 6-Days(solid triangles)
have found. A small value in minimum days indicates a regional crop has a low
resistance to heatwave events and is more likely to has a higher than normal in
heatwave frequency days
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Figure 3.6 Extreme weather conditions on regional crops during heatwave actives.
Extreme weather conditions were characterized by temperature (T), total precipitation
(P), and relative humidity humidity (R). Significant weather conditions include tem-
perature (empty circles), temperature and precipitation (solid circles), temperature
and humidity (empty triangles), and temperature, precipitation, and humidity (solid
triangles).
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ture) (top) and frequency (bottom) have shown in Fig. 3.7. Heatwave intensity has

evaluated by the averaged maximum daily temperature over the heatwave days. The

heatwave frequency has evaluated as the annual heatwave rates in days. The heatwave

intensity shows the impact score of a heatwave day on the growth of regional crops.

A high value of heatwave intensity indicates that the regional crop has a high heat

stress risk on heatwave days. The heatwave frequency shows the average number of

heatwave days in the agricultural region. A region with a high value in heatwave

frequency indicates that it has a high frequency of attacking by heatwaves during hot

summers. The values of averaged maximum temperature and frequency in the plots

have scaled in circle points and has highlighted in solid circles. A large size circle

point in heatwave intensity or frequency indicates a region has a high risk of high daily

maximum temperature or annual heatwave days, respectively, in hot summers. The

solid circle points in the heatwave intensity and frequency plots indicate the region

has a daily maximum daily temperature higher than 28 ◦C on average and at a rate of

more than 100 heatwave days annually, respectively. For heatwave intensity, regions

with high daily temperature on heatwave days have found on the south-east of eco-zone

7 and 8, the center and the east of eco-zone 10, and southern of eco-zone 13 and 14.

Regions in eco-zone 9 at low risk of heatwave intensity. For heatwave frequency, the

most heatwave actives regions have found from eco-zones 9 and 10, which most of the

regions in these eco-zones have more than 100 heatwave days in annually. Regions on

eco-zones 8, 13, and 14 tend to in a low risk of heatwave frequency on average.

Inter-comparison of short-term changes in heatwave intensity and intensity have

performed between two periods (1981- 1991 and 2008- 2012). The result has shown

in Fig. 3.8 for the changes in intensity (top) and frequency (bottom). The circle

points indicate an increasing heatwave intensity and frequency, respectively, has found.

The triangle points indicate a decrease in changes has found. The size of the points

indicates the amount of difference. For most of the regions in eco-zones 7, 8, 9, and 14,

there is a slight increase in changes in heatwave intensity and frequency have found.

Partially, some significant changes in heatwave intensity and frequency have found in

eco-zone 10 and 13. Most of the regions on the center of eco-zone 10 have a slight

decrease in both heatwave intensity and frequency, but two regions showing a decrease

in heatwave intensity and an increase in heatwave frequency. Significant reductions on

both heatwave intensity and frequency have found on the east of eco-zone 10. Most of

the regions in eco-zone 13 are showing a significant increase in both heatwave intensity

and frequency.
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Figure 3.7 Spatial mapping of regional heatwave intensity (top) and frequency
(bottom) for the agricultural eco-zones (eco-zones 7 and 8 (right sides), and 9, 10, 13,
and 14 (left sides)). The values of heatwave intensity have estimated by averaged
maximum daily temperature during heatwave actives. Both values of heatwave
intensity and frequency have scaled over the study regions and plotted as circle points.
A small size indicates a low heatwave intensity or frequency, respectively, have found
over the study period from 1987 to 2012. The solid circles in the heatwave intensity
plots indicate the region has a higher than 28 ◦C on the averaged maximum daily
temperature. And the solid circles in the heatwave frequency plots indicate the region
has a more than 100 heatwave days in annually.
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Figure 3.8 Inter-comparisons heatwave intensity (top) and frequency (bottom) change
between two five-year periods (1987- 1991 and 2008- 2012). The values of change in
heatwave intensity and frequency have computed by using the values obtained from
the period from 2008 to 2012 minus the values obtained from another period from 1987
to 1991. The circle points in the plot indicate a decreased value has found in heatwave
intensity and frequency, respectively. The triangle points indicate an increased value
has found in heatwave intensity and frequency, respectively. The size of the points
shows the different amounts.
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3.5 Discussion

The simulation result for probability predictions of crop growth on a sample region

shown in Fig. 3.3 shows regional heatwaves can be detected by a combination

of multiple heatwave index, and model performance in probability predictions has

improved in a copula-Bayesian network (CBN) from the Gaussian-based Bayesian

network. The simulations of NDVI changes in CBN have high accuracy to the

empirical observations. The simulations from the Gaussian-based Bayesian network

shows model accuracy can be biased by the observations when the sample size is

small. The Gaussian assumption in the Bayesian network does not work well in tail

dependence modeling, especially for small events.

Fig. 3.4 shows the estimated starting date of heatwave affections on regional crops.

The spatial plot shows that crops grow across the Canada agricultural regions and

have different affecting date from heatwave because environmental heat stress and

crop resistance for heat stress varied in regions. Early affecting date has found on

eco-zones 7, 9, 10, and 13 in May, indicating regions in these eco-zones are having

a long period of heat stress. The temporal pattern of starting date had found from

early in the eco-zones on the center (9 and 10) and the two coastal eco-zones (7 and

13) of Canada in May, to the neighbors of eco-zones 8 and 14 in June, and last to

eco-zones 7, 8, 13, and 14 in July. This time pattern provides some pieces of evidence

for the heat stress movement. The minimum day result shown in Fig. 3.5 indicates

that most of the crops grow in Canada’s agriculture land are at a high risk of summer

high temperature as they have small value (2 and 3 days) in minimum heatwave days.

The results from Fig. 3.6 shows spatial heat stress risks across Canada varied in

eco-zones. Regions in eco-zone depended by temperature; regions in eco-zones 8, 9,

10, and 14 depended by a combination of temperature, precipitation, and humidity;

while eco-zone 7 tends to depend by temperature and humidity.

Spatial analysis of long-term heat stress in heatwave intensity and frequency shown

in Figs.3.7 highlighted the regions at high heat stress risks (intensity and frequency).

Most of the regions in Canada are in a high risk of heatwave intensity. The regions

located on Canada’s most agricultural active area (eco-zones 9 and 10) have high

risks in heatwave frequency. The inter-comparison of heat stress risks between the

two periods in Fig. 3.8 shows a slight increasing heat stress risks (heatwave intensity

and frequency) have found for most of the regions in Canada. Eco-zone 13 has both

a significant increase in heatwave intensity and frequency, indicating the regions in
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this zone are facing increase risks from heat stress. Although eco-zones 9 and 10 are

showing in high heat stress risks in the long-term, as shown in Fig. 3.7, the result in

Fig. 3.8 shows a decrease in both heatwave intensity and frequency, which indicating

that heat stress risks in these regions have decreased by time.

3.6 Conclusions

Heat stress is one of the major disaster risks responsible for significant yield losses

for regional crops across Canada. Crop resistance to heat stress varies in regions and

crop types. With uncertainty in heatwave detection, the influence of heat stress on

the development of regional crop are often in misunderstanding, making it challenging

to develop efficient strategies for heat stress management. In this study, we developed

a copula Bayesian network to identify heat stress variables for Canada’s regional

crops using heatwaves detected from the five selected heatwave index. The identified

heat stress variables were used to simulate and provide probability predictions for the

possible changes in crop development under Heatwaves. The simulation result shows an

improvement in model predictions of crop development changes from a Gaussian-based

Bayesian network. Using outputs from the CBN model, this study highlights essential

heat stress information for regional crops includes heatwave affecting dates, extreme

weather conditions, heat stress sensitive, intensity, and frequency. By providing

regional heat stress risks in both long-term and short-term, agriculture producers

can have a better understanding of heat stress risks for their regional crops. With

uncertainty in crop types and strategies information, future work stemming from the

current study will require additional data such as: regional crop types, yield loss,

plant growth periods (flowering and berries), strategies efficiency, and water-use. The

developed CBN model aims to provides skillful strategies to minimize the yield losses

from regional heat stress by optimizing the timing of water-use. We actively hoping

the result of this study address a better understanding of heat stress risks on Canada’s

agricultural regions and helps agriculture producers improve their decision-making, in

protecting their crops from summer heat stress.
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Chapter 4

Disease Risk Forecasting with

Bayesian Learning Networks:

Application to Grape Powdery

Mildew (Erysiphe necator) in

Vineyards

Powdery mildew (Erysiphe necator) is a fungal disease causing significant loss of

grape yield in commercial vineyards. The rate of development of this disease varies

annually and is driven by complex interactions between the pathogen, its host, and

environmental conditions. The long term impacts of weather and climate variability

on disease development is not well understood, making the development of efficient

and durable strategies for disease management challenging, especially under northern

conditions. In this chapter, we present a probabilistic, Bayesian learning network

model to explore the complex causal interactions between environment, pathogen,

and host for three different susceptible northern grape cultivars in Quebec, Canada.

This approach combines environmental (weather, climate), pathogen (development

stages), and host (crop cultivar-specific susceptibility) factors. The model is evaluated

in an operational forecast mode with supervised and algorithm model learning and

integrating Global Forecast System (GFS) Ensemble Reforecasts (GEFSR). A model-

guided fungicide spray strategy is validated for guiding spray decisions up to 6 days

with a 10-day forecast of potential spray efficacy under rain washed off conditions.
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The model-guided strategy improves fungicide spray decisions; decreasing the number

of sprays, and identifying the optimal time to spray to increase spray effectiveness.

The main result of this chapter has been accepted for publication in Agronomy, see

[80].

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Economic importance of grapes in North America

Grapevine growers across North America grow a wide range of grapes, mostly producing

table grapes, raisins, and wines. Grapes and their derivative products represent a

significant contribution to the economy of North America. As reported for 2015 in

California, the primary U.S. wine-grape growing region, grapes and their derivative

products contributed $57.6 billion to the state’s economy and $114.1 billion to the

U.S. economy. In Canada, grapes are produced primarily in Ontario (66% of acreage),

British Columbia (33% of acreage), Quebec (5% of acreage) and Nova Scotia (3 % of

acreage). In 2015, the Canadian wine and grape industry contributed $9 billion to the

Canadian national economy, with the province of Quebec contributing $1 billion [39].

The grapevine production areas in Quebec are characterized by very cold winter

temperatures as low as −30 ◦C to −35 ◦C, a cold and wet spring, hot summers, followed

by potentially a cold fall. This weather influences the selection of grape varieties and

the type of wine to be produced. In this weather berries can reach maturity within the

period without frost (i.e., bud emergence after latest spring frosts and berry ripening

prior to the first killing frost in the fall) and survive cold winter conditions [21]. Most

grapevines are still protected during the winter months with soil or geotextiles [21].

In the spring, such winter protection is removed after the last risk of spring frost to

prevent frost damages to primary and secondary flower buds [32]. These conditions

influence both grapevine growth and disease development. The grapevine development

cycle is characterized by rapid vegetative growth from late May to end of July, follow

by slower growth in August and September. The northern weather also influences

grape diseases including powdery mildew caused by Eriysphe necator (Schw.) Burr.,

(synonym Uncinula necator). Powdery mildew (hereafter, PM) progresses slowly from

late May to end of July and rapidly in August and September. Hence PM incidence,

when expressed as the proportion of disease leaves is very low, until generally late

July to early August, constraining earlier scouting and disease forecasting.
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4.1.2 Grape Powdery Mildew (PM) disease

Grape PM caused by Eriysphe necator (Schw.) Burr., (synonym Uncinula necator) is

an obligate parasite affecting only plants in the genus Vitis. For more than 150 years,

PM has been a significant challenge for grape production [99]. Since the 1850s, research

on this disease has been undertaken in response to several major epidemics in Europe.

The disease causes both direct (crop losses) and indirect (reduced vine vigor) damages.

Moderate to severe disease epidemics cause reduced yield (lower berry weight), delayed

berry maturity, and altered wine composition and sensory characters [17, 46, 101].

Current guidance for disease mitigation calls for the application of fungicide sprays at

a repeating 7 to 14 day interval. This approach tends to be of limited effectiveness

as it does not consider the complex interaction between this pathogen and its host

in relation to local weather and broader, regional climate variability. Over-spray is

costly and harmful as the chemical can remain on berries, and the local environment.

Effective management of grape PM requires the development of efficient and durable

strategies to fine-tune fungicide application timings and amounts, taking into account

the effect of environmental variability on disease development and pathogen dispersal.

The complex interactions between the pathogen and the host, influenced by climate

and weather, drives the rate of PM development and its impact severity. Growth stage

(ontogenic resistance) [38, 45] and grape cultivar genetics both influence grapevine

susceptibility to this disease. Cultural practices that favour vegetative vigour may

predispose the host to an increased development of PM. High grapevine vigour can

also modify ontogenic resistance of leaves, delaying grapevine phenological stages such

as veraison or harvest, or stretching the duration of the flowering, fruit set or bunch

closure periods [134]. Grape PM can affect all above-ground parts of grapevine. A

typical disease progression begins on the leaves, where lesions found on the undersides

of leaves are the first visual indication of an infection. As the disease progresses,

lesions become apparent on the upper sides of the leaves as well. In the absence of

control, these lesions will increase both in size and number, causing premature leaf

drop. On shoots, symptoms are brown to black irregular lesions that vary in size.

On inflorescences and rachis, PM has the appearance of a grey to whitish powder.

Severe infections of the rachis can result in premature drop of clusters. The disease

can attack berries immediately after bloom through four weeks post-bloom. Infected

berries are ash grey and quickly become covered with spores, giving them a floury

appearance. Berries infected later during the period of susceptibility are prone to
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splitting, making them susceptible to infection by other grapevine pathogens [44].

4.1.3 Impacts of weather on grape powdery mildew

PM is a polycyclic disease that evolves in two distinct phases: the primary infection,

caused by ascospores (sexual spores), and secondary infections, caused by conidia

(asexual spores). Its epidemiology is well-studied [40, 41, 42, 43, 29, 46, 65, 141, 140,

142]. The pathogen overwinters as cleistothecia which contain immature ascospores. In

Eastern Canada, the cleistothecia are the likely source of primary inoculum. Dehiscence

of the cleistothecia commonly starts at bud break and continues until the beginning of

flowering [42]. Ascospores are released from cleistothecia in response to rain (greater

than 2.5 mm) when the temperatures are between 6 and 24 ◦C; infection will not

occur outside of this temperature range. Once released, ascospores that fall on young

leaves cause the primary infections. Ascospore germination requires free water or

high relative humidity. Infection takes place within an optimal temperature range

of 20 to 25 ◦C, if there is sufficiently high leaf wetness over a duration of 4 hours.

Once an infection is established, lesions will develop on infected leaves within 6 to 30

days, depending on temperature variability. Potentially large amounts of conidia are

produced on these lesions. They are primarily dispersed by the wind [20, 22, 141, 140].

Unlike ascospores, conidia do not need free water for germination. Their germination

is controlled by temperature, relative humidity, and light intensity. The optimal

temperature for germination of conidia is 25 ◦C [31]. Most conidia germinate at a

relative humidity of 40 to 100%. Relative humidity is often not a limiting factor for

germination [23]. At temperatures of 23 to 30 ◦C, secondary infection cycles can be

completed within 5 to 7 days [26]. At the end of the growing season, cleistothecia

appear on infected leaves and berries. Vineyards are more likely to experience a severe

damage (and suffer more extensive damage) if the initial infection occurs early in the

season with temperatures suitable for the development of the initial lesion and ensuing

conidia outbreak.

4.1.4 Management of grape powdery mildew

Current PM disease control strategies consist almost exclusively of schedule-based

fungicide spray applications, involving grape growers regularly applying fungicide

spray under constant or regular time intervals (e.g., ranging from 7 to 21 days) from

the beginning to the end of the growing season. This is generally effective in managing
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PM disease, but raises production costs, promotes fungicide resistance, and can be

detrimental to both human and environmental health. There have been numerous

attempts to link spray application timing and fungicide selection to weather and

environmental information. The Gubler-Thomas program, developed at UC-Davis1,

was designed to create a disease risk index using daily average temperature and

measured leaf wetness hours for both ascospores and conidial infections to guide

fungicide spray strategies for several widely-used fungicide products (i.e., sulfur dust,

micronized sulfur, and DMI fungicides (DeMethylation Inhibitors)).

The impact of PM on grape yield loss is closely related to the severity of conidial

infection on both leaves and berries. Thus, application of fungicide spray when the

first conidia infection occurs, can intercept and stop a disease outbreak before it can

establish itself. This spray timing can also reduce the total number of applications

required over a growing season and, in turn, spray costs. Caffi et al. (2011) developed a

mechanistic model to predict the initiation time of a conidia infection using stochastic

and dynamic process models of the lifecycle of overwintered ascospore, as influenced by

daily weather conditions [15]. This model was validated over four years (2005 - 2008)

in 26 vineyards in Italy and had a 94% accuracy in correctly predicting outbreaks.

The host-pathogen model of Calonnec et al. (2008) provides spatial and temporal

dispersal information of conidial infections in relation to factors such as the number,

age, and pattern of healthy and infected organs, infectious leaf area, and the density

of spores released [18].

The Gubler-Thomas program has become a primary disease management tool in

California for grape disease control, but is not well-suited for PM disease control in

Quebec because of this region’s weather variability [20]. Instead, a model based on

degree-days, developed by Carisse et al. (2009) and has been shown to reduce the

number of spray applications by up to 55%, by determining the initial date to start

the application of fungicide spray. This initial date matches the Eichhorn-Lorenz

grape phenological stage 7 which is the stage in plant development when there are 2-3

young leaves fully expanded from shoot tips. The model is currently operationally

deployed across Quebec and attains a disease control efficiency similar to that of a

calendar/schedule-based fungicide program based on regular intervals rather than a

model-based schedule [20, 22].

1http://ipm.ucanr.edu/DISEASE/DATABASE/grapepowderymildew.html

http://ipm.ucanr.edu/DISEASE/DATABASE/grapepowderymildew.html
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4.1.5 Problem statement

PM management tools have primarily been developed for temperate weather grapevine

production areas. More complex, multi-variate models are needed to improve our

understanding of PM epidemiology under northern weather and to improve the

accuracy of model-based forecasting of the optimal timing of fungicide application.

While schedule-based programs can help to significantly reduce the frequency of

fungicide sprays over a growing season, contact fungicides are susceptible to being

washed off when cumulative rainfall or irrigation after a fungicide spray reaches 25

mm or more. This is an major issue that many existing fungicide spray programs do

not consider. Models also need to consider how the efficacy of fungicide spray impacts

PM epidemiology over longer time frames. An improved model-guided approach to

PM management is needed that can be implemented operationally by grape producers

to reduce production costs and environmental (i.e., weather and climate-related) risks.

A model-guided approach could increase the long-term economic and environmental

sustainability of viticulture under current and future climate.

4.1.6 Research objective

The primary research objective is to develop a probabilistic model that can provide

reliable forecasting of PM risk to guide fungicide spray strategies under local weather

conditions and changing regional weather variability. Such a model needs to include

relevant measurement parameters and variables, so that it can be calibrated and

operational deployed in vineyards. It also needs to integrate weather and weather

information in near-real-time (NRT) in order to ensure fungicide management is

more effective, efficient, and less costly. We present a novel probabilistic model

(i.e., Bayesian network model) developed to forecast the risk of PM, validating it

against experimental data from Quebec, Canada for three northern grape cultivars -

Chancellor, Geisenheim-318-572 (hereafter, Geisenheim-318), and Frontenac. These

cultivars represent high, medium, and low susceptibilities to PM, respectively. The

model combines information from observational data and weather models, integrating

weather, host stage, cultivar and autoregressive life-cycle process considerations and

factors involved in their complex interaction. The model is tested under two competing

learning modes (i.e., supervised and algorithm) that alters the model’s structure (i.e.,

2Vitis International Variety Catalog: http://www.vivc.de/index.php?r=passport%2Fview&

id=4710

http://www.vivc.de/index.php?r=passport%2Fview&id=4710
http://www.vivc.de/index.php?r=passport%2Fview&id=4710
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association of factors and the strength of their influence). This network learning

generates insights on essential variables and complex interactions that exist for specific

sites (i.e., vineyard ecosystems). By using both structural and parameter optimization,

and allowing the model to determine the best model design in a probabilistic and

dynamic way, this approach extends existing, mechanistic methods. Such methods

typically consider far fewer possible variables/factors, are static, and are calibrated

by tuning a fixed number of parameters so are difficult to be applied across different

sites and regions, and do not have the ability to predict dynamics, nor generate future

forecasts. The forecast-skill of the best-performing model in predicting disease risk or

future disease incidence is assessed using Global Forecast System (GFS) Ensemble

Reforecasts [53]. GEFSR provides an 11-member ensemble of historical reforecasts

and real-time forecasts of weather conditions with lead times of up to 16 days. A

model-based fungicide spray program providing up to 10 days of forecast disease

incidence with fungicide application guidance for up to 6 days is showcased driven by

GEFSR weather forecasts.

4.2 Materials and methods

4.2.1 Study site

The study site was the Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC) experimental farm

located in Frelighsburg, Quebec, Canada (lat. N 45.05◦ and long. W 72.86◦) (Fig.

4.1). Grapevines are arranged in spatial grid units with 3m× 0.9m (row × column).

Hourly weather data, including temperature, wind velocity, relative humidity, and

rain intensity, were monitored at the canopy level (around 1.5m height) within the

grapevine canopy and collected through the growing season (May - September) from

2000-2011. The lower part of Chancellor and Geisenheim-318 were covered with

40-60 cm of soil during winter seasons, and the soil was removed at the beginning

of the next growing season. Disease sprays (other than PM) for downy mildew and

Botrytis bunch rot and insecticides to control flea beetle were applied. Other cultural

practices were performed according to standard commercial viticulture practices. PM

disease incidence (hereafter, DI) was measured as the ratio of infected leaves over

the total number of sampled leaves. PM incidence (Hereafter, DI) was assessed twice

weekly from bud break (mid-May) until harvest (mid to late September) by looking

at two shoots on eight vines per plot, selected randomly each time. At each sampling
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Figure 4.1 The experimental farm (top) and the weather station (bottom) used to
monitor weather variables at the grape canopy level from 2000 to 2011.

time, the total number of leaves and total diseased leaves were recorded. A leaf was

considered to be diseased if it had one or more lesions. DI was used as the response

variable instead of disease severity because visual estimation of severity, expressed

a proportion of leaf area diseased, is very difficult and not sufficiently reliable when

done under field conditions.

The variability of seasonal weather (May to September) and DI for grape PM

for each of the three susceptible cultivars is shown (Fig. 4.2). Typically, summer

temperature at the experimental farm varied between 15 ◦C in May to a maximum

of around 20 ◦C in July and August, reducing slightly to around 15 ◦C in September.

Daily temperatures from July to September varied from a minimum of 10 ◦C to a

maximum of around 27 ◦C, which is suitable for infections of both ascospore and

conidia. Summertime at the experimental farm was humid with many rainfalls. Daily

rainfall totals of over 25mm were recorded. Daily relative humidity varied between

60 to 95%, with an average value of around 70% from July to September. Daily

wind speed varied from as low as 2 km/h up to around 20 km/h, with average wind

speed around 7 km/h. The local weather and regional weather conditions at this site

are suitable for the development of grape PM, but vary enough that standard spray
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Figure 4.2 Seasonal weather variability and disease incidence (DI) (% infected/non-
infected leaves) of grape PM through the growing season for northern hybrid grape
cultivars with differing susceptibility (Chancellor, Geisenheim-318, Frontenac). The
mean (solid line) is shown varying between minimum (lower bound) and maximum
(upper bound) observed values (2000-2011).
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regimes (based on fixed interval or basic weather-guided protocols) cannot provide

adequate protection. Suitable temperatures and frequent rainfalls early in the growing

season causes ascospore to be released from over-wintered cleistothecia during a bud-

break and dispersed within the vineyard over distances that depend on the prevailing

wind conditions. Applied fungicide is also washed off by frequency and/or intense

rainfalls, leading to high DI, even if a regular spray regime is followed. Measured DI

for the northern grape cultivars vary with weather and climate, exhibiting different

levels of susceptibility (Fig. 4.2) . Although disease monitoring starts in May, the

first signs of infection are detected in the beginning of July. DI increases rapidly

in August, reaching a peak in mid-September, then decreasing until the end of the

growing season. The maximum DI over a growing season is dependent on the timing

of disease outbreak (Fig. 4.3). Earlier disease outbreaks result in higher DI in some

years (i.e., 2001 and 2010); the reverse pattern was also observed in other years (i.e.,

2004 and 2009).

4.2.2 Global Forecast System (GFS) Ensemble Reforecasts

(GEFSR)

Reforecasts, also known as hindcasts, are retrospective numerical weather prediction

(NWP) forecasts made for extended periods using a fixed version of a weather forecast

model and data assimilation system. Ideally, the reforecast NWP system is the

same as one that has been used operationally. Reforecasts provide valuable data for

developing statistical forecast models for environmental variables. The availability

of an extended, relatively homogeneous reforecast dataset – one that matches the

statistical characteristics of an operational forecast system – allows robust calibration

of statistical forecast model parameters.

The US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)’s 2nd. genera-

tion GEFSR dataset provides meteorological variables used as predictors in the disease

risk forecast model [53]. GEFSR produces retrospective ensemble NWP forecasts

every day at 0000 UTC using the National Centers for Environmental Prediction

(NCEP) Global Ensemble Forecast System (GEFS) (version 9.0.1 ca. 2012). GEFS is

one of the models that contributes to the North American Ensemble Forecast System

(NAEFS). This is a joint project to provide long-range, probabilistic weather forecasts

by the national weather services of Canada, United States, and Mexico. The GEFSR

ensemble consists of 1 control forecast and 10 perturbed ensemble members, with
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Figure 4.3 Annual first disease date (top) and the maximum DI (bottom) of grape
PM for the three susceptible cultivars: Chancellor (circle); Geisenheim-318 (square);
and Frontenac (triangle).
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archived reforecasts available from December 1984 until the present. Reforecasts

are recorded at 3-hourly intervals for lead times from 0 to 72 hours and at 6-hourly

intervals after 72 hours. During the first 8 days of the GEFS reforecasts, the model is

run at T254L42 resolution (equivalent grid spacing of 40 km at 40 degrees latitude

and 42 vertical levels). From 8 to 16 days, the model is run at T190L42 resolution

(54 km horizontal grid spacing). Reforecasts from GEFSR are statistically consistent

with forecasts from the operational 00 UTC run of GEFS [53]. All model predictors

are ensemble averages over the 11 forecast members. For PM disease risk forecasting,

a set of available reforecasted weather and climate variables were selected from the

GEFSR archive (i.e., minimum temperature, maximum temperature, total precipi-

tation, sea-level pressure, specific humidity, U-component, and V-component wind

speed (near-surface)), with relative humidity computed from specific humidity and

sea-level pressure.

4.2.3 Grapevine development

The model assumes the susceptibility of grapevines to PM is variable through a

growing season. The development of grapevines can be divided into five stages using

interval values from the commonly used plant growth index called Cumulative Growing

Degree Days (CGDD). CGDD is a cumulative sum of daily GDD (growing degree

days) calculated by the daily temperature degree above a specific base temperature

(Tbase), usually taking values between 0 ◦C and 10 ◦C [87, 144, 85], a base temperature

of 10 ◦C is mostly used for grapevines [69, 109]. CGDD is given by,

CGDDi =
∑
i

(Ti − Tbase) (4.1)

where Ti is the daily mean temperature calculated as the average value between the

daily maximum and minimum temperature. Accumulation of daily values starts on

April 1st for a given growing season. The specific phases of grapevine are defined

as: Off-Season (CGDD < 20), Bud break (20 ≥ CGDD < 254), Flowering (254 ≥
CGDD < 680), Setting (680 ≥ CGDD < 1100), and Veraison (1100 ≥ GDD).

4.2.4 PM disease development

The development of grape PM is highly dependent on grapevine development, local

weather conditions, and regional climate variability. Empirical equations that track
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the development of grape PM were calibrated and validated for our study site for

later integration into our probabilistic forecast model. Parameter estimates were

either tuned or fixed based on published scientific literature and internal Agriculture

and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC) reports. It was assumed that the pathogen over its

life-cycle has the same temperature response to changing daily temperature, but the

time (days) it takes to complete a full development cycle can change, such that some

spore development phases may take more than a day to be completed under optimal

weather conditions.

A temperature effect rate function was specified to relate the daily rate of PM

development (as a percentage) to daily mean temperature. The temperature effect

rate function is the inverse of the latent period equation [3, 4].

θ(T ) =

{
15

138−7T
6 ◦C ≤ T < 17 ◦C

(m+n)(m+n)

nnmm
T nn (1− Tn)m 17 ◦C ≤ T ≤ 32 ◦C

(4.2)

with,

Tn =
T − Tmin

Tmax − Tmin
(4.3)

where T is the daily mean temperature. Tmax and Tmin are the temperatures at

maximum and minimum thresholds for either mycelial growth or spore infection,

respectively. θ(T ) equals zero when T ≤ 6 ◦C or T > 32 ◦C. It was validated with

AAFC data on the number of days required to complete a latent period under varying

daily temperatures. PM development rapidly increases when the temperature is

between 6 ◦C and 17 ◦C because the curve of the effect rate function is concave up

(Fig. 4.4). The rate of temperature effect is high (above 75 %) when the temperature

is between 17 ◦C and 31 ◦C, and reaches a peak when daily mean temperature at 26 ◦C

matches the optimal temperature for PM development. The rate of temperature effect

then drops at higher temperatures.

The cumulative proportion of ascospores ready for release (PAR) is a proportion

of over-wintered ascospores within a vineyard and is computed as a function related

to CGDD from Equation 4.1. We assume that the vineyard has the same amount of

over-wintered ascospores population, N , every year, so that N can be omitted from

the computation, and the primary infection caused by ascospores would only depend
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Figure 4.4 Temperature effect rate plot of the developing rate of PM in response to
daily temperature from 6 ◦C to 32 ◦C.
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on the values of PAR. The equation of PAR is:

PARi = exp[−α · exp(−β · CGDDi/100)] (4.4)

where CGDDi is the Cumulative Growing Degree Days for day i. The proportion

of PAR is a rate value that falls into an interval of [0, 1]. The process of ascospore

release is considered to have stopped when PAR reaches 1. Equation 4.4 was first

introduced for ascospores infection modeling at the bud break stage [15]. The daily

rate of ascospore maturation (AMR) is calculated as the daily change of PAR within

the day in (i− 1, i) and is expressed as the daily rate of ascospores ready for release.

Ascospores released from leaves during the AMR stage will germinate when there

is at least 2 mm of rainfall Ri [42, 111], and the daily temperature is between

6 ◦C ≥ T ≤ 31 ◦C [20, 22, 18]. The germination rate of ascospores ADR depends

on the leaf wetness duration in hours (WD) and canopy temperature (T ). Caffi et

al. (2011), using data from Gadoury et al. (1990)derived the following ascospore

germination rate equation (ADR) [15, 42],

ADRi = 1− δ · exp(−λ · T 2
i ·WDi) (4.5)

where Ri ≥ 2 mm and T is the daily mean temperature with 4 ◦C ≤ T < 30 ◦C.

ADRi = 0 otherwise. Through the process of germination, released ascospores are

transferred into ungerminated (AUG) and germinated (AOG) ascospores. AUG

spores remain on the leaf leave and wait for the next germination opportunity when

environmental conditions are suitable, and AOG is preparing for primary infection.

The equations of AUG and AOG depend on the amount of ungerminated ascospore at

day (i− 1), the amount of newly released ascospores, and germination rate at day i.

AUGi = (AUGi−1 + AMRi) · (1− ADRi) (4.6)

AOGi = (AUGi−1 + AMRi) · ADRi (4.7)

The primary infection rate (PIR) at any given day i can be calculated as a function

of Equations 4.2 and 4.7:

PIRi = AOGi · θ(T ) (4.8)

where θ(T ) is computed from Equation 4.2. Once primary infection has occurred,
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Figure 4.5 Number of days needed to complete a latent period responses to daily
temperatures ( ◦C). The solid line represents the estimated time to complete a latent
period from Equation 4.9 in relation to measured days to complete a latent period.

lesions are generated on infected leaves to produce conidia following a latent period

ρ(t). The latent period ρ(t) was calculated using the minimum time (days) required

to complete a latent period and the daily temperature effect rate from Equation 4.2

[4, 51, 18]. The latent period equation is:

ρ(T ) =

{
46− 7

3·T 6 ◦C ≤ T < 17 ◦C
ρmin
θ(T )

17 ◦C ≤ T ≤ 32 ◦C
(4.9)

A latent period is considered complete when
∑

[1/ρ(T )] = 1; this releases a large

amount of conidia spores for dispersal, which cause the secondary infection. Figure

4.5 shows the latent period response to temperature described by Equation 4.9 (solid

line), calibrated to parameter estimates from the AAFC vineyard data.

The spatial dispersal of conidia depends on the condition of wind. Willocquet et al.

(1998) provide a dispersal rate equation of conidia spore using wind duration, wind

speed, and the ages in days of the lesions [140]. The dispersal rate (DR) equation is:

DR = exp(r × u+ b)/(1 + exp(r × u+ b)) (4.10)
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Table 4.1 Calibrated, site-specific parameter values for PM model.

Parameter Description Eq. Values Reference

nI , mI Shape parameters 4.2 1.055-0.338 [3, 4]
Tmax, Tmin Temperature thresholds for pathogen infection 4.2 33-5 ( ◦C) [31], [115]
ng , mg Shape parameters 4.2 1.24-0.27 [3, 4]
Tmax, Tmin Temperature threshold for latent period 4.2 33-5 ( ◦C) [3], [4]
α, β Location Parameter, Growth Rate Parameter 4.4 1.95 - 1.91 [15]
δ, λ Location Parameter, Growth Rate Parameter 4.5 0.969- 0.0004 [15]
ρmin Minimum time to complete a latent period 4.9 5 (days) AAFC
I0 Maximum infection rate 4.11 0.53 [18]
r, b Spore Dispersal Rate by wind, Capacity Rate of a lesion

to withhold conidia
4.10 [140] (Table 2) [140]

where u is the daily wind speed (km/h). r and b are the parameters of the equation.

Values of r and b vary depending on the age of a lesion [140]. The infection by conidia

is a rain-free process and depends only on daily temperature. The daily infection

rate of conidia (Secondary Infection Rate) SIR can be expressed as a function of the

temperature effect rate from Equation 4.2. Calonnec et al. (2008) indicate that there

is a maximum threshold of around 53% of the total conidia spores that can cause

infection on leaves given optimal temperature condition [18]. SIR is given by,

SIR = I0 · θ(T ) (4.11)

where θ(T ) is from Equation 4.2, and T0 is the maximum daily infection threshold of

conidia under optimal temperature, T0 = 0.53. Infection of conidia starts from the

day of the first completed latent period, which is the day of conidia dispersal starts,

until the end of the growing season.

Table 4.1 provides the values and detailed descriptions of the equation parame-

ters. Factors retained for inclusion in the network modeling of disease risk of grape

PM include: primary infection PIR, secondary infection SIR, the daily number of

completed latent periods LP , and dispersal rate DR.

4.3 Bayesian network learning model

Bayesian networks (BNs), also known as belief networks, are directed acyclic graphical

(DAG) probabilistic models that are widely used to represent the complex joint

probability distributions between network variables. The complex causal relationships

between random variables Xi are split into multiple local distributions and represented

as a DAG. Independent random variables within a DAG are represented as nodes.

They are linked by edges from the direct causes as determined by the conditional
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dependencies probability P . Each variable is conditionally dependent on its effects

and independent of its non-effects. Conditional dependencies can be estimated either

by using statistical and computational methods or incorporation of expert experience.

Let X denoted as a set of random variables in a DAG, then the full joint probability

distribution has expressed as:

P (X) = P (x1, x2, . . . , xn) =
n∏
i=1

P (xi|πi) (4.12)

where xi and πi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, are child and parent nodes, respectively. The

distribution of child nodes depends only on their parent nodes, the number of which

is limited. The global joint distribution is split into local distributions. The forecast

model was coded and implemented using the statistical programming language R

(version 3.4.2) making use of validated, open-source algorithm libraries: bnlearn

(structure learning), mltool (calculating MSE), and other plotting packages (i.e.,

Rgraphviz, graph, plot3D, ggplot2, RColorBrewer).

4.3.1 Supervised and algorithm learning

Fitting a Bayesian network to data, usually called learning has two forms: structural

learning and inference learning. Structural learning also has various forms, and can

be based on expert knowledge, termed supervised learning, or based on statistical or

computational learning algorithms, termed algorithmic learning. This later approach

uses multiple learning algorithms to link random variables within a network into a DAG.

Random variables within a network can be discrete, continuous, or hybrid data types,

where hybrid is a network containing both discrete and continuous random variables.

In a hybrid Bayesian network, network learning to establish causal relationships

proceeds under certain restrictions: a child of continuous data type can have either

discrete or continuous data type parent nodes, but a child of discrete data type must

have discrete parent nodes. This logical connection between child and parent nodes

helps to avoid linking problems in structure learning, providing better estimations for

parameter learning.

Both supervised and algorithmic learned were employed for the Bayesian network

to learn the complex interactions between a grapevine and PM disease under varying

environmental conditions. For the supervised learning, the causal relationships within

the Bayesian network were linked to the calibrated empirically-derived equations
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described previously in Section 4.2.3 and 4.2.4.

The grape PM risk assessment model, Pmaxacc [20], was used to specify airborne

conidium concentration for structural learning of the model. This model is developed

from the Richards model using CGDD based on a 6 ◦C threshold. The Richards

model was selected because it had used the observations from the same experimental

farm site in this study, which was responsible for reducing fungicide spray for disease

control by as much as 40 % from 2004 to 2007. We examined the Pearson correlations

between the DI for the three susceptible grape cultivars. The PM risk assessment

model had different base temperatures ranging from 1 ◦C to 13 ◦C. 3 ◦C was selected

as the base temperature because it had the highest value in the correlations. The PM

risk assessment model is:

Pmaxacc = 1.0755(1 + e−0.0042×CGDD)1/(1−1.0169) (4.13)

where CGDD is the cumulative growing degree days from Equation 4.1.

Numerous approaches exist for implementing algorithm learning, with the two main

approaches being constraint-based and score-based learning. Constraint-based learning

involves developing relationships based on the framework from [135], which uses a

conditional independence test inductive causation (IC) to learn the Bayesian network

structure. Structural learning involves determining the so-called Markov blanket of each

node in the network and is defined as containing the only knowledge needed to predict

the behavior of a node and its children within a larger network. Learning algorithms

include the Grow-Shrink (GS) [84], the Incremental Association (IAMB) [133], the

Fast Incremental Association (Fast-IAMB) [145], and the Interleaved Incremental

Association (Inter-IAMB) [133]. In score-based learning, a network is learned from the

network’s best goodness of fit by assigning a network score from the application of a

general heuristic optimization technique to each candidate network. A commonly-used

example of a score-based learning algorithm, for example, Hill − Climbing (HC),

learns a network structure using a step progress process. In HC learning, a graphical

score is computed for a randomly assigned network structure as a network score at

the beginning of the process. A new score is computed from the assigned network

structure by adding, deleting, or reversing an arc’s direction one at a time. The

new graphical score will become the network score if it has a higher value than the

previous one. The process of the computation repeats again and again until the

network score reaches to its maximum. The corresponding network structure, which
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has the maximum network score, has the best goodness of fit to the network data. HC

is chosen as the algorithm learning approach in this study because of its flexibility and

power to handle the hybrid data types existing in our network data. To enhance the

robustness of the network structure generated from score-based causal relationships

between child and parents sets, a bootstrap sampling technique with an iteration of

5000 is performed, and two criteria – conditional dependence strength of above 80 %

and arc directions appearing in more than 50 % of the iterations – are applied to the

HC structure learning.

The first disease infection likely occurs between the end of June and July, which is

during the flowering stage of the grape (Fig. 4.3). Establishing the initial modeling

date is important because this can influence the model accuracy of disease risk.

Modeling results were examined for four selected starting dates to determine the

best date for initial disease risk modeling. These dates were selected under different

assumptions: 1) the flowering date as the time of primary infection onset; 2) the

mid-flowering date as the likely onset of secondary infection; 3) July 1st when the

infection spreads to other plants, and 4) using the actual observed date of infection

start as the estimated model start date may improve disease risk predictions. At the

beginning of each growing season (April 1st), the timing of the grapevine growing

and mid-flowering stages were also estimated by the CGDD index (Equation 4.1)

using daily mean temperature. The estimation of the PM growth factor is based on

selected dates using Equations presented in Section 4.2.4 and are specified for both

the supervised and algorithm learning.

Table 4.2 summarizes the random variables used for network learning, including

the additional considered day-to-day variability of relative humidity. Bayesian network

modeling in both supervised and algorithm modes are trained for the three susceptible

grape cultivars using observational data from 2000 to 2010 and then tested against

actual pathogen occurrence and progression in 2011. Model forecast accuracy was

evaluated comparing supervised and algorithm learning and a range of starting dates.

The best-performing model was then used to examine the forecast performance and

optimal forecast window length using GEFS input data.

4.3.2 Forecast skill under different learning modes

The performance of the forecast model under supervised and algorithm learning was

evaluated and inter-compared using: 1) model skill in goodness-of-fit testing, which
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Table 4.2 Variables for structural learning by the Grape PM model.

Parameters Descriptions Data Type
DI Disease incidence Continuous
DIP Recent disease incidence before a latent period Continuous
DR Dispersal rate Continuous
LP Number of latent period are done at current day Discrete
PIR Primary infection rate Continuous

Pmaxacc3 Degree-Days based risk assessment model (3 ◦C) Continuous
RH Relative humidity Continuous
PS Plant stage Discrete
SIR Secondary infection rate Continuous

Type Susceptible cultivar type Discrete
Tmean Daily mean temperature Continuous
TP Daily total precipitation Continuous
WS Wind speed Continuous
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examined how well the model worked in accurately reproducing training data; and

2) model performance in prediction, providing benchmark information about model

accuracy using forecast weather data. The learned model structure identified a subset

of random variables listed in Table 4.2. Random variables in a subset were selected

by removing one or more unclear but considerable factors: the degree-days based

assessment model (Pmaxacc), relative humidity (RH), and plant stages (PS) one at

a time from the full data. A total of eight cases were examined: Case 1, full data;

Case 2, remove RH; Case 3, remove PS; Case 4, remove Pmaxacc; Case 5, remove

PS and RH; Case 6, remove RH and Pmaxacc; Case 7, remove PS and Pmaxacc;

and Case 8, remove PS, Pmaxacc, and RH. Over-learning or over-fitting is a common

problem in parameter learning, in which the network model is forced to accommodate

data or parameters that do not contribute information; this results in degraded model

predictive skill. k-fold cross-validation, where k is the number of years in the training

data, has been applied to prevent over-learning. In this approach mean-absolute-

error (MAE) and root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) are used as metrics to identify

prediction bias and for variance comparison. Metrics used for model skill comparison

for prediction results similarly include the MAE and RMSE generated for the 2011

growing season.

Cross-validation using the k-fold method is a re-sampling technique often used to

evaluate the prediction performance of a machine learning model using limited data

sample as training data. In k-fold cross-validation, the training data are split into k

subsets of equal size which are used to assess how the omission of one subset affects

the learning of a Bayesian network from the rest of the subsets, by generating model

predictions for the omitted subset. In this study, the training data set were split into

k subsets by years. A single year is randomly removed to act as testing data, and the

rest of the data are used for parameter learning using both supervised and algorithm

learning approaches. The corresponding results of bias (MAE) and variance (RMSE)

loss function can be applied to measures deviation and discrepancy, separately, to

determine how close model predictions were to the actual outcomes. Both MAE and

RMSE can be defines as:

MAE =
1

n

n∑
i=1

|y(i) − ŷ(i)| (4.14)

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

n

n∑
i=1

(y(i) − ŷ(i))2 (4.15)
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where (y(i)) − ŷ(i) is the residual or error between the model predictions and the

actual values. A lower value of MAE and RMSE indicates a model exhibiting better

performance.

4.4 Model forecast evaluation

Sensitivity analysis (i.e., for a static or time-independent model) involves varying

input variables, typically one at a time, to measure how it impacts a model’s output.

Scenario analysis involves varying input variables to measure its impact on a future

value either as future model predictions (if internally forced), or as projections (if

externally forced). In the context of dynamic or time-dependent (i.e., forecast) models,

shifting an input (e.g., climate or weather input variable) that is time-dependent

generates variation over time. Furthermore, when forecast models have cumulative

variables or interactions between multiple variables, future model outcomes can also

become dependent and coupled across time. In such cases, sensitivity and scenario

analysis becomes more integrated and less independently defined.

To understand the effect of a warmer and colder weather on DI model forecasts

for the three northern cultivars, we varied the input daily mean temperature by 2 ◦C

in 2011. The runs with warmer and colder temperature were referred to as warm and

cold year scenarios, respectively, and compared to the actual or baseline temperature

at the study site in 2011. We also varied the model’s forecasting window length from

1, out to 16 days, to assess how robust the model’s forecasts of DI are over time, how

sensitive its error is to the length of the forecasting window, and evaluate the GEFS

reforecasted weather data as a model input for generating forecasts out to 16 days

in advance. This analysis involved comparing the model’s forecast error statistics

(MAE and RMSE) over time (days). The Bayesian network model with supervised

learning, was used with GEFS reforecasted weather data for climate/weather variable

input. Starting April 1, 2011, host plant stages were estimated using historical weather

data and used to identify the mid-flowering date (July 2nd) to initiate the forecast

model. Canopy-height daily maximum/minimum temperature, total precipitation,

air pressure, specific humidity, U/V component of wind were selected. Scalar mean

daily wind speed was computed using the U/V-component wind variables. The daily

mean temperature was calculated as the mean of the daily maximum and minimum

temperature. The relative humidity was calculated from specific humidity using

daily mean temperature and air pressure as inputs to the statistical R programming
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function SH2RH from the package of ”humidity”. Weather data was averaged from

11 ensembles and used as model inputs for DI forecasting at a 16-day window. For

each day after July 2nd, the calibration of the Bayesian network model was performed

using historical data from April 1st up to the present day and used for DI forecasting

using data generated from GEFS.

4.5 Model-based fungicide spray program

A fungicide spray program was identified for maximizing spray efficiency for disease

control based on the Bayesian network model and forecasting windows (refer to

Sections 4.3.2 and 4.4). The program guides grape advisor or growers by providing

the best times to spray fungicide for PM control in relation to disease risk (future

disease incidence), local weather, and regional climate variability.

An optimal model-based fungicide spray program was generated under the following

assumptions: 1) The rate of disease incidence given application of fungicide spray

follows an exponential decay function of the form A = A0 ∗ exp(kt), where A0, A, k,

and t are the disease incidence at the current day, initial disease incidence, decay rate of

disease incidence, and time in days, respectively; 2) Fungicide spray is washed off when

cumulative precipitation reaches 25 mm or more from the date of spray application.

The decay rate of fungicide spray efficiency remaining as a function of precipitation

amount was simply estimated using a linear function of y = −0.04 ∗ P , where y is

the fungicide ”effectiveness rate” under precipitation and takes a value between [0, 1].

p is the cumulative total precipitation and takes values from [0, 25], with p = 25 if

cumulative precipitation exceeds 25mm; and 3) The occurrence of precipitation events

is independent of fungicide application events. That is, the occurrence of precipitation

is not affected by fungicide spraying. By setting the amount by which an application

of fungicide can reduce the incidence of powdery mildew from A0 = 20 % to A = 8 %

for 10 continuous days with no rain t = 10. We generate the value for k = −0.0916

and the equation used to estimate the disease incidence under fungicide spray control

influenced by the uncertainty of precipitation is:

A(t) = A0 ∗ (1− (1− exp(−0.0916t) ∗ (1− 0.04p)) (4.16)

where A(t) is the disease incidence after t days of fungicide spray. A0 is the DI on the

fungicide spray day. A disease incidence profile was then generated for fungicide spray
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using forecast disease incidence and Equation 4.16.

4.6 Results

The performance of the forecast model was evaluated by varying the starting date (i.e.,

4 selected starting dates) using a subset of variables (Table 4.3). After determining

the best model starting date (i.e., first disease date) simulation runs using 8 different

variable subsets were performed (Table 4.4). These tables provide a summary of the

resulting mean-absolute-error (MAE) and root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) validation

metrics for the northern grape cultivars. The forecast model was trained using data

from 2000-2010 and validated using data for 2011.

Model forecast skill was evaluated based on k-fold validation statistics (MAE,

RMSE) across the years 2000-2011 which removes k years at a time from the data

and re-assesses forecast skill. The model was also validated by training the model on

all of the historical data (2000-2010) (i.e., removing only data for year 2011) and then

comparing its forecasts against 2011 data. Smaller values in both MAE and RMSE

indicate higher forecast skill.

For supervised learning, the optimal initial date for start disease risk prediction

was starting from first disease date in Case 1, containing all the network variables in

the modeling structure. This run had the smallest values of cross-validated RMSE

and predictive error in 2011 (MAE and RMSE). The smallest value of MAE (1.83)

for training data was in case 6 with model initialed from the flowering date but with

higher values in RMSE for training data and MAE and RMSE for prediction data in

the first disease date. The highest values of MAE and RMSE in both training and

prediction data were from Mid-Flowering data with Case 6, which does not include

relative humidity and degree-days based risk assessment model in the model structure.

In algorithm learning, case 2 and 3 performed the best, which do not contain

relative humidity or plant stage. The best model performance was from the first disease

date in case 2 that had the smallest values of MAE and RMSE in both cross-validation

and prediction. The highest values of cross-validated MAE (3.9) and RMSE (6.13)

were for flowering date in case 2, which had small MAE (0.57) and RMSE (0.99), as

with first disease date. The highest MAE and RMSE values in prediction was for

flowering, which had high values of MAE and RMSE similar to mid-flowering. In

general, cross-validated MAE and RMSE values were higher than the prediction values

of these metrics in historical drought years of 2000, 2002, and 2008. Model accuracy of
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disease prediction was also evaluated with and without drought conditions, by adding

a binary factor identifying historical years of drought (2000, 2002, 2008). The best

performing model for supervised learning with drought years factor being case 3 with

model initialed from the first disease date, which has MAE and RMSE of 2.36 and

4.16 from training data and 1.13 and 1.52 from predictions, in separately. The best

performing network structure in algorithm learning being Case 2 from the first disease

date which has smallest values in MAE and RMSE from both training and prediction

data than other selected dates. For both supervised and algorithmic learning, The

model without drought had smaller values of MAE and RMSE than those for drought

years.

Model performance under structural learning for the 8 network variable sets from

the first disease date are shown in Table 4.4. We describe these specific cases here

below in greater detail. In supervised learning, the smallest values of MAE and

RMSE were from case 1 and 2, which contains plant stage and the degree-days risk

assessment submodel. MAE and RMSE were higher when the model structure does

not contain plant stage (cases 3 and 5) or degree-days risk assessment model (cases 4

and 6) and was at the highest values when model structures (case 7 and 8) did not

contain both plant stage and degree-days risk assessment model. It has noted that

network structures in algorithm learning are learned based on network scores from an

algorithm; a child was linked only by the parents with significant influences. A child

can have the same network structures from two sets of network random variables,

with both contain the same parents with significant influences. In algorithm learning,

the best performing network model is Case 1 and 2 with MAE (2.11) and RMSE

(3.69) from cross-validation and MAE (0.56) and RMSE (0.87) from model prediction.

There was no local distribution learned for disease prediction when the plant stage

has removed from network variables (cases 3 and 5). While network variable does not

contain both plant stage and degree-days assessment model (cases 7 and 8), MAE and

RMSE were three times higher for training data (MAE 6.88 and RMSE 9.59) and more

than ten times higher for prediction (MAE 5.21 and RMSE 7.34) than cases 1 and 2.

When comparing the best model results between supervised and algorithm learning,

supervised learning gained smaller values in MAE and RMSE from the training data

from 2000 to 2011 with prediction MAE and RMSE in 2011 slightly higher than from

algorithm learning.

The representative DAG for the best-performing model under supervised (case 2)

and algorithm (case 2) learning is shown in Fig. 4.6 and 4.7. In the case of supervised
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learning, the DAG is a plant stage based network. This network structure assumes: 1)

the susceptibility of the grapevine to the PM development is influenced by changing

weather and climate that varies by plant stage, 2) DI is independently affected by a

set of factors including: precipitation (TP), primary infection rate (PIR), secondary

infection rate (SIR), wind-speed (WS) influenced dispersal rate (DR), plant stage

(PS), the degree-days based disease risk assessment model (Pmaxxacc3), latent period

(LP), past DI (DIP ); and genes cultivar types (Type). The network structure learned

from supervised learning shows causal relationships based on existing knowledge, with

dispersal rate (DR) of grape PM spores being influenced by wind-speed conditions,

secondary infection (SIR), and temperature (Fig. 4.6). In algorithmic learning, causal

relationships were generated from the independent random variables to maximum

the network score of a network structure from bootstrap sampling technique with

strength above 0.8 and direction above 0.5 from 5000 interactions. The learned model

structure and linkages between variables from algorithmic learning (Fig. 4.7) shows

DR not linked to DI as it was not identified as a significantly strong predictor. This

suggests that DR needs to be better represented and that the current DR equation

does not represent the observed PM epidemic. Significant correlations between grape

cultivar types, plant stage (PS), and the risk assessment model (Pmaxacc3) with DI

was detected from the algorithmic learning.

The performance of the forecast model under supervised and algorithmic learning

for the three northern grape cultivars for training (2000-2010), and prediction in 2011,

is shown in Fig. 4.8. Both supervised and algorithm learning have similar model

performance (both in MAE and RMSE). Model accuracy was high in the recorded

drought years of 2000, 2002, and 2008 with values of MAE and RMSE were varying

from 3 to 5 and from 4 to 7, in separately. The model performance worked well in

non-drought years with MAE and RMSE were varying around from 0.56 to 2.6 and

from 0.86 to 3.7, in separately. Model performance in both supervised and algorithm

learning tended to be more and more accurate (smaller values in MAE and RMSE) in

disease prediction in drought and non-drought years as the Bayesian network model

has learned from more and more reliable input data. Disease performance in algorithm

learning tends to be more sensitive in weather-related disease predictions than in

supervised learning with MAE and RMSE in algorithm learning were higher than in

supervised learning in drought years and smaller in non-drought years. The smallest

value of MAE 0.99 and 0.56 in supervised and algorithm learning, in separately, found

in 2011. The smallest value of RMSE 1.57 in supervised learning found in 2010 and
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Table 4.3 Inter-comparison of model performance in parameter learning from both
supervised and algorithmic learning in a total of 32 subsets of network random variables
in four different model starting dates. The table shows the best model results of the
network random variables and model start date. Besides, a binary factor of drought
years (1 as in 2000, 2002, and 2008; 0 as in the rest of study years) was added as a
parent to disease incidence to examine the model performance of disease incidence
predictions in the hot years. Model performance has compared in mean-absolute-error
(MAE) and root-mean-square-error (RMSE) from k-fold cross-validation, and model
prediction skills in predicting disease incidence using observed weather variables in
2011. Smaller and non-negative values in both MAE and RMSE indicate higher model
performance.

Supervised Algorithmic
Cross Validation Prediction Cross Validation Prediction

Without Drought Data Case MAE RMSE MAE RMSE Data Case MAE RMSE MAE RMSE
Flowering 6 1.83 3.71 1.45 2.65 3 3.31 5.46 2.03 2.7

Mid-Flowering 6 2.44 4.33 1.87 3.03 2 3.9 6.13 0.57 0.99
July 1st 1 2.13 3.82 1.4 2.27 3 3.51 5.36 0.95 1.37

First Disease Date 1 1.86 3.23 0.99 1.57 2 2.11 3.69 0.56 0.87

Supervised Algorithmic
Cross Validation Prediction Cross Validation Prediction

With Drought Data Case MAE RMSE MAE RMSE Data Case MAE RMSE MAE RMSE
Flowering 4 2.24 4.65 1.33 2.5 3 3.9 6.6 2.03 2.7

Mid-Flowering 4 2.93 5.41 1.71 2.83 2 4.32 7.78 0.58 0.99
July 1st 4 2.57 4.94 1.66 2.8 5 3.92 6.2 1.04 1.48

First Disease Date 3 2.36 4.16 1.13 1.52 2 2.64 5.09 0.55 0.86

Table 4.4 Comparison of model performance of parameter learning starting from the
first disease date for 8 subsets of network random variables. Forecast skill (MAE and
RMSE) from k-fold cross-validation is listed. Smaller and non-negative values in both
MAE and RMSE indicate higher model performance. The dash − indicates there is
no available model for forecasting DI using the selected network random variables.

Supervised Algorithmic
Validation (2000-10) 2011 Forecast Validation (2000-10) 2011 Forecast

Case MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE
1 1.86 3.23 0.99 1.57 2.11 3.69 0.56 0.87
2 1.86 3.24 0.99 1.55 2.11 3.69 0.56 0.87
3 2.22 3.52 1.46 2.02 - - - -
4 2.25 4.12 1.82 2.96 4.2 6.83 2.43 4.09
5 2.23 3.52 1.43 2.01 - - - -
6 2.24 4.1 1.81 2.94 4.2 6.83 2.43 4.09
7 3.75 6.48 3.08 5.98 6.88 9.59 5.21 7.34
8 3.74 6.48 3.1 6.04 6.88 9.59 5.21 7.34
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Figure 4.6 DAG representation of Bayesian network model structure identified by
supervised learning of grape PM. The causal relationships between the variable were
linked by existing empirical and published scientific peer-reviewed knowledge on
the interactions between the weather, host, and pathogen. Variables in the DAG
representation includes: Plant stage (PS), Total precipitation (TP), Daily mean
temperature (Tmean), Wind speed (WS), Degree-days based risk assessment model
Pmaxacc3 (3◦C), Latent period (LP), Primary infection rate (PIR), Secondary infection
rate (SIR), Dispersal rate (DR), Recent disease incidence (DIP ), Cultivar (Type), and
Disease incidence (DI).
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Figure 4.7 DAG representation of Bayesian network model structure learned by
algorithmic learning. The structure was learned from bootstrap sampling technique
under 5000 iterations with arc strength above 0.8 and arc direction above 0.5. Variables
learned in this Bayesian network are a combination of observed weather variables
and the estimated development factors of grapevine and the pathogen of grape PM.
Variables in the DAG representation includes: Plant stage (PS), Total precipitation
(TP), Daily mean temperature (Tmean), Wind speed (WS), Degree-days based risk
assessment model Pmaxacc3 (3◦C), Latent period (LP), Primary infection rate (PIR),
Secondary infection rate (SIR), Dispersal rate (DR), Recent disease incidence (DIP ),
Cultivar (Type), and Disease incidence (DI).
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0.87 in algorithm learning found in 2011.

Model predictions of grape PM for the three cultivars from both supervised learning

in case 2 (dotted line) and algorithmic learning in case 2 (dashed line) across the

three plant stages of flowering, setting, and veraison are shown in Fig. 4.9. The

predictions are shown compared to observed DI in 2011 (solid line). DI of conidial

infection generally starts from the end of June until the end of the growing season.

For Geisenheim-318 and Frontenac, the Bayesian network in both supervised and

algorithm learning did work well in predicting disease incidence in 2011 with supervised

learning has slightly better performance the hill-climbing-based algorithm learning

in predicting DI over the growing season. Overall, the best model is case 2 with

supervised learning for which the model has learned using existing knowledge about

disease development of grape PM using the full set of random variables but without

relative humidity (as listed in Table 4.2).

Forecast evaluation plots of DI in warm (dotted line) and cold (dashed line) years

for the three cultivars: Chancellor (top), Geisenheim-318 (middle), and Frontenac

(bottom) in 2011 by increasing and decreasing daily temperature in 2001 by 2 ◦C are

shown in Fig. 4.10. The three grape cultivars have a similar response to the changing

temperature but differ in the susceptibility to grape PM. In the warm year, DI tended

to be higher than the normal for most of the growing seasons except in mid-August.

The maximum DI over the growing season was higher in warm year than in the normal.

while in the cold year, model prediction of DI has tended to lower than the normal

except the beginning of August. Evaluation of the optimal forecasting window for DI

prediction of grape PM using the up to 16 days high-performance forecast data in

GEFS is shown in Fig. 4.11. Averaged MAE and RMSE were calculated by taking

the average of MAE and RMSE, separately, computed from the model predictions and

actual disease incidence in different forecast windows. Lower values of MAE and RMSE

indicate lower model uncertainty and higher model forecasting skill. The smallest

values of averaged MAE were for 6 days forecasting (0.846), and the most significant

values was for 16 days forecasting (0.926). Averaged MAE tended to decreased from

0.863 to the minimum values of 0.846 when forecasting windows changes from 1 to 6

days and increased to the maximum values of 0.926 when forecasting windows changes

to 16 days. For averaged RSME, the smallest values were for one-day forecasting

(1.029) and tended to the maximum values (1.344) when forecasting windows changes

from 1 to 16 days. Overall, both averaged MAE and RMSE in up to 16 days forecasting

windows were considerably small, our fungicide spray program has developed using
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Figure 4.8 Model forecast skill from k-fold cross-validation (2000-2010) and 2011
year validation in both supervised (circle) and hill-climbing based algorithmic learning
(triangle). MAE and RMSE were computed for the three susceptible grape cultivars
in the testing year. Smaller values in both MAE and RMSE indicates higher forecast
skill.
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Figure 4.9 Model predictions of DI of PM for the three grape cultivars: High
susceptible Chancellor (Top), Medium susceptible Geisenheim-318 (Medium), and the
low susceptible Frontenac (bottom) in 2011. Model predictions from both supervised
(dotted line) and algorithm (dashed line) learned Bayesian network are shown alongside
the observed daily DI. The three vertical lines from left to right are the estimated
plant stage of grapevine: flowering, setting, and veraison stages. DI of grape PM in
2011 started from June 29th until the end of the growing season.
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Figure 4.10 Sensitivity analysis of model predicted DI for Chancellor (top),
Geisenheim-318 (middle), and Frontenac (bottom) cultivars, by changing temperature
by 2◦C (warm and cold year scenarios). Daily temperature in 2011 is shown as a
reference baseline (solid line).
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Figure 4.11 Sensitivity of DI prediction error to forecast window size (1-16 days),
measured using average MAE and RMSE, under supervised learning and GEFS
weather input.

the disease incidence predictions and weather variables from the GEFS in 16 days

forecasting window.

We further compared our fungicide spray program to two existing benchmark

programs, the UC-Davis, and the degree-days (with a 6 ◦C base temperature) based

risk assessment model. The UC-Davis program is a score based program to provide

suggestions for fungicide spray in different spray schedules. The UC score is a daily

temperature-based model, which the model initials from the day of the first primary

infection. The UC-Davis program applies fungicide spray with an interval of 14 to 21

days, if the UC score is less or equals to 30; a 10 to 17 days interval, if the UC score

is from 40 to 50; or a 7-days interval, if the UC score is above 60. The degree-days

based risk assessment model specified a spray schedule interval of 7 to 14 days, if

Pmaxacc6 is above 1% in Chancellor and Geisenheim-318, and 0.5%, for Frontenac.

Figure 4.12 represents the application of the UC-Davis program and the degree-days

based risk assessment model for disease control of grape PM at the experimental farm

in Quebec in 2011. Fungicide spray applications from the UC-Davis exhibited a case

of over-spraying in relation to the actual disease severity for each of the three cultivars.
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Figure 4.12 Fungicide spray programs of the UC-Davis and the degree-days risk
assessment model to grape PM in 2011. The dotted line indicates the threshold-based
UC score from the UC Davis model. The long dashed line indicates the schedule-based
model scores from the degree-day model. The solid line indicates the DI of Chancellor
(top); Geisenheim-318 (median); and Frontenac (bottom).

The UC scores were above 60 from July 09 until September 18 and suggests a high

frequency of fungicide sprays. The degree-days based risk assessment model provided

better disease control than the UC-Davis model by reducing the number of scheduled

fungicide spray. This program suggested initial fungicide spray starts on August 07

for Chancellor, August 10 for Geisenheim-318, and August 12 for Frontenac.

The model-based fungicide spray program provides a spray strategy up to 6 days

in advance and forecasts disease risk with a lead time of up to 10 days to optimize

the efficiency of fungicide spray under the uncertainty of precipitation. An example

of such a model-based fungicide spray program is for the date of August 27, when

a high rainfall event was forecast to occur on August 29 and 30 with precipitation

of 46.46 mm and 121.129 mm, respectively (Table 4.5). The table shows the average

DI from 10 days of disease control under 6 different fungicide spray dates (August
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Table 4.5 DI values for the forecast model-based fungicide spray program on August
27 in 2011.

Fungicide Spray Date Chancellor Geisenheim-318 Frontenac
August 28 31.59 13.27 5.21
August 29 32.09 13.52 5.26
August 30 32.55 13.74 5.32
August 31 27.91 11.92 4.94

September 1 22.72 9.47 3.82
September 2 31.04 13 5.5

28 to September 2) for the three susceptible cultivars. The best spray day for the

three grape cultivars was September 01 having an average DI of 22.72 for Chancellor,

9.47 for Geisenheim-318, and 3.82 for Frontenac. Figure 4.13 shows 3D plots of

10-day daily DI for Chancellor (top-left), Geisenheim-318 (top-right), and Frontenac

(bottom left) for the six different spray days, from a low to high level of disease severity.

The 2D plot (bottom-right) shows the forecast daily DI for Chancellor (dotted line),

Geisenheim-318 (dot-dashed line), and Frontenac (dashed line) on the optimal spray

day.

4.7 Discussion

The best performing model for grape PM disease risk forecasting at the experimental

farm in Quebec was case 2 with model structure learned using supervised learning.

Figure 4.6 shows the learned structure found for this model. DI for the three cultivars

was relatively consistent with the degree-days risk assessment model having a 3 ◦C base

temperature and plant stage, but not with relative humidity included. Instead, the best

local distribution of the causal relationship of DI involved total precipitation, primary

infection rate, secondary infection rate, dispersal rate, plant stage, risk assessment

model, latent period, and vary in susceptible cultivar type. Figure 4.9 shows that the

supervised Bayesian network has a very high performance in disease risk forecasting

for the three susceptible cultivars over the plant stage that are affected by PM disease.

Model validation of DI shown in Fig. 4.9 shows the resultant model network

structure from both supervised and algorithm learning. Supervised learning had a

slightly better performance in predicting DI of grape PM over 2000-2011. Smaller

values of MAE and RMSE in non-drought years than in drought years (i.e., 2000,

2002, 2008) indicates that the model has better forecasting skill in non-drought years,
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Figure 4.13 3D plot of the fungicide spray strategies of Chancellor (upper-left),
Geisenheim-318 (upper-right), and Frontenac (lower center) from the forecast model
on August 27th in 2011 for six fungicide spray dates and corresponding 10-day DI
based on the 16-day GEFS reforecast weather input. (Lower right) 2D plot of the
10-day daily DI of the optimal spray date for Chancellor (dotted line); Geisenheim-318
(dot-dash line); and Frontenac (long-dash line) based on DI on August 27th 2011 and
16-day GEFS input. The solid line indicated the daily cumulative total precipitation
from GEFS on August 28th (2011). Note: Darker color indicates higher disease
severity.
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and the complex weather conditions significantly influence the development of DI in

drought years, summarized in Table 4.3. The development of PM in droughts years

was not well explained by the use of a simple binary factor suggesting that a more

complex model of DI involving autocorrelation across multiple years (i.e., not just a

single year factor) may be needed. The comparison result of the four selected model

starting dates indicates the best time to initiate the modeling of disease incidence is

when the disease occurs on the farm.

Model forecast evaluation results are shown in Fig. 4.10, whereby the three

cultivars have a similar response to the changing temperature. There is a significant

difference in DI between the normal year and the warm and cold years, which by

adding or dropping the daily temperature by 2 ◦C, separately. DI tends to be more

severe in warm years and less severe in cold years when compared to the DI in the

normal year, which explains the complex interactions between the development of the

pathogen of powdery mildew and its host under the influences of heat stress conditions.

The warm temperature at the beginning of the growing season advances the bud break

of the host as well as the development of ascospores from over-wintered cleistothecia.

Then dispersal and infection, caused higher than normal DI.

The sensitivity analysis of model prediction of grape PM for the three cultivars

in 2011 using the 16 days weather variable from GEFS shown in Fig. 4.11 indicates

the GEFS data has very high performance in predicting DI in Quebec. Although the

averaged MAE varied from 0.863 to 0.926 and averaged RMSE varied from 1.029 to

1.344 when forecasting window changes from day 1 to day 16, both averaged MAE and

RMSE are all small (less than one percentage in averaged MAE and 1.5 percentage in

averaged RMSE). The UC-Davis fungicide spray program shown in Fig. 4.12 shows

an over-estimate of DI of PM of most of the growing season, results from over-spray

suggestions of scheduled fungicide spray application in disease control.

The degree-days based risk assessment model provides better suggestions for disease

control than the UC-Davis by delaying the initiation of the fungicide spray program

for disease control. However, it does not consider the difference in susceptibility

of cultivars. Our fungicide spray program was developed from the best-performing

Bayesian network forecast model with supervised learning out to 16 days guided by

GEFS reforecast weather. This program provides fungicide spray suggestions up to

6 spray day strategies with 10-days disease control forecasting by using information

about forecast DI and the efficiency of fungicide spray under uncertainty weather

changes (precipitations). An example of this is presented for August 17, 2011. This
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example data was selected because there are two significant forecast rainfall events on

August 29 (46.46 mm) and 30 (121.129 mm) and a few small rainfalls from August

31 to September 12. Table 4.5 shows the best spray day for the three susceptible

cultivars is on September 1st with results average DI of 22.72, 9.47, 3.82 for Chancellor,

Geisenheim-318, and Frontenac, in separately, in 10 days after the spray has applied.

The 3D plot in Fig. 4.13 shows model forecasts of DI extending out to 10 days in the

future for the different spray days. The 2D plot shows the daily DI based on a current

day for fungicide spray under variation to changing precipitation. With these forecast

curves or foresight information output from the forecast model, grape producers can

make a better decision about the best timing to apply fungicide spray for different

grape cultivars in order to maximize the spray efficiency and to protect grapevines

over the growing season.

4.8 Conclusions

Grape PM is one of the most common diseases responsible for significant reduction

in grape yield in North America. The rate of development and epidemiology of this

disease are influenced by regional-scale, longer-term climate and localized, shorter-term

weather uncertainty. It also varies with growth stage and the genetics of a grape

cultivar, making it difficult to develop efficient strategies for disease management.

Most research on epidemiology and modeling of PM has been conducted for temperate

weathers. In this study, using 13 years of data, we developed and tested a novel

Bayesian network model to forecast disease risk (i.e., the development of DI of conidial

infection in grape PM on leaves) for three susceptible cultivars calibrated to site-

specific data obtained from an experimental vineyard in Quebec. The forecast model

generates high prediction (based on in-sample validation testing) also out to 16 days

ahead using GEFS, and enables a reliable fungicide strategy for disease control with a

6-days forecasting window. Fully-independent validation data is needed to evaluate

how well our model can forecast grape PM disease in other vineyards with differing

grape cultivars, cultural practices, and environmental conditions.

There is observed uncertainty in DI that is not fully explained by our current model.

Our modeling focuses on leaf PM epidemic and resistance at a time when the grape

cluster is most susceptible to the presence of PM, whereby leaf infection is usually the

first warning and signal to the vines treatment and leaf protection is a limiting factor

to grape yield. Nonetheless, relying solely on leaf resistance is a current shortcoming
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of the forecast model. An operational protection model would need to consider leaves

and grape berry clusters. This would require extending the current model to be

spatially-explicit, because berry clusters are sufficiently complex in terms of their

development and exhibit susceptibility that is spatially heterogeneous within vineyards

and strongly dependent on phenological age [18]. Recent spatial model simulations of

fungicide use show that applying a fungicide early at flowering may significantly reduce

PM diseased area, by up to 81% at the end of the season by delaying the epidemic

onset. It also helps to maintain a low level of disease and to minimize potential PM

dispersion from leaves to bunches [82]. Burie et al. (2011) demonstrate the strong

dependence of PM disease progression on grapevine growth rate (vigour) and regional

weather using a multi-scale dynamic grapevine-PM model [14]. Future work stemming

from the current study will require spatio-temporal vineyard data and additional data

from other measurement variables such as: canopy leaf wetness, fungicide type, and

efficiency, spatial locations of susceptible grape cultivars, and berries infection, yield

loss.

The developed model-based fungicide spray program provides an improved way

to minimize the total number of sprays and their timing for optimizing grape PM

spray efficiency and its recommendations could, in the future, be used by vineyard

producers through the growing season, as the total proportion of the infections of over-

wintered ascospore is a critical factor in determining the outbreak of conidia over an

entire season. Nonetheless, skillful protection of grapevines by contact, translaminar

or systemic fungicides also helps to address unexplained uncertainty and current

shortcomings of the model-based forecasts.
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Chapter 5

Discussions

In this dissertation, three statistical models are presented for improving planning and

decision-making support for Canadian agricultural producers, with a focus on disease

risk in the explicit context of climate change uncertainty as it affected by short- and

long-term weather events. Each model employs various machine learning approaches

in model learning, which consist of: time series analysis, geospatial analysis, statistical

modeling, and model forecasting (Fig. 5.1).

Chapter 2 describes a cluster-based Principal Component Analysis (PCA) model to

predict crop yields of wheat and barley grown on the Canadian Prairies. A multi-scale

spatial approach was utilized to predict yield of wheat and barley by using k-means

clustering, principle component analysis, and generalized linear model approaches. The

study results show that the cluster-PCA model achieved higher model performance

in yield predictions for both wheat and barley when compared to the results from

non-clustering approaches of multivariate (linear) regression (MLR) and principal

component regression (PCR). It was also noted that wheat yield prediction is more

sensitive to spatial-scale than barley. The cluster-based PCA analysis shows that

ENSO variability influences crop yield variability in a non-linear manner across the

Canadian prairies, and that ENSO forcing exerts a greater influence on wheat yields.

A spatial pattern of ENSO influence has found for wheat yield across the Canadian

prairies. EOSO is likely affecting wheat yield in CARs scale located from the North-

west extend to the South-east of the Canadian prairies, where wheat yield in the

Western of Alberta to the Northern of Manitoba have less affect from ENSO.

Chapter 3 describes a copula-Bayesian network to define heatwave events and

extreme weather conditions that have significant impacts on crops in different Canadian

agriculture zones. A common approach - identification of extremes using an experience-
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based threshold - may not be suitable for real-world studies when a forecasting

model is complex. Extracting Information for model forecasting using artificial

intelligence (AI) may improve model predicting skills. This research investigated

the relationships between Canadian crop growth and extreme weather conditions

driven by high temperatures. Model outputs of the copula-Bayesian network model

show regional heatwave events can be characterized by multiple heatwave indices.

Spatial analysis of heatwave mapping (Fig. 3.4) shows heatwave events tend to occur

earlier in the two coastal zones and the Canadian prairies in May; extend to the

neighboring zones in June, and back to the coastal zones in July. Most agricultural

regions in can be affected by heatwaves from 2 to 3 days from the characterized

heatwave events, indicating crops in these regions are highly sensitive to regional

heatwave events. The spatial mapping (Fig. 3.6) identifies other extreme weather

conditions (temperature, precipitation, and humidity) that occurred during heatwave

actives. The spatial mapping of long-term heatwave intensity and frequency (Fig.

3.7) shows some regions on the Canadian Prairies are at a high risk of heat stress

with large values of heatwave intensity as well as frequency. An assessment of model

performance in probability prediction using model simulations of crop growth based

on the following heat stress variables heatwave intensity and daily weather variables

(temperature, precipitation, and humidity). Fig. 3.3 shows superior model prediction

performance for the copula-Bayesian model, with results approximating empirical

observations. This suggests the copula-Bayesian model offers useful skill for prediction

of the impacts of heatwave events on regional crop growth.

Chapter 4 proposed a Bayesian network model to forecast the daily risk of powdery

mildew on three grape cultivars in the experiment farm in Quebec. Powdery mildew

has infected on the three grapes cultivars over the years of the study period and varies

in cultivar susceptibility and annually. Model performance of daily disease incidence

prediction has examined in different network random variables, learning approaches

(supervised and algorithm), model starting dates, drought years, and temperature

scenarios (warm and cold years). The ’best’ Bayesian network model has selected based

on the model outputs of mean-absolute-error (MAE) and root-mean-squared-error

(RMSE) from both K-fold cross-validation and prediction. The comparison results

show both supervised and algorithmic-based learning have similar high performance in

predicting daily powdery mildew of the three grape cultivars. The overall ’best’ model

has found in case 2 with supervised learning for which the model has learned using

existing knowledge about disease development of grape powdery mildew using the full
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set of random variables but without relative humidity from the date when the disease

has found on the field. Model performance of disease risk forecasting windows in 2011

using high-performance forecast data in Global Ensemble Forecast System (GEFS)

shows both averaged MAE and RMSE in up to 16 days forecasting window were in

considerably small, suggesting model forecasting of grape powdery mildew can up to

16 days windows when using the climate variables from the GEFS. We developed a

model-based fungicide spray program to provide fungicide spray suggestions up to 6

spray day strategies with 10-days disease control forecasting by combining information

about daily forecasting of disease incidence and the efficiency of fungicide spray (spray

types, spray wash-off, spray decays) under uncertainty climate changes. Advantages

of using our fungicide spray program for disease control include: 1) The 6 spray day

strategies provide an overview of averaged disease incidence forecasting for the next

10-days window from the spray day, which provides agriculture producers the ’best’

time for upcoming spray event, 2) The 10-days daily disease control forecasting form

the spray day provides detail information of disease control under the efficiency of

fungicide spray from the uncertainty of future precipitation, which provides agriculture

producers the ’best’ time for next spray date, and 3) The flexibility of this fungicide

spray program does not limit a unique spray type, allowing agriculture producers

to examine different spray types from their farming practices. An example of our

model-based fungicide spray program has shown in Table 4.5.

There are still open issues for future research in the filed of climate-agriculture

risk modeling. We will mention two issues directly related to this dissertation.

One issue is about to collect long-term high-quality data support for statistical

model training. Model framework and model accuracy in assessing climate-agriculture

risks often require long-term observations in a well descriptive of the causal-relationship

between climate changes and agriculture risks, which is hard to meet. Many climate

models exist to support historical, reforecast, or forecast climate data in different

spatial resolutions for multiple purposes used. Long-term observations of agriculture

data often collected in the same way as it has designed at the beginning of the study,

which this kind of data may not suit other study use. Observation bias is strongly

affecting the accuracy of a statistical model in risk predicting. I felt fortunate to

have experiences in weather station installation under the help of my supervisor

Dr. Nathaniel Newlands. A weather station has installed to automatically collect

continuous hourly climate data for disease monitoring in a local vineyard in Kelowna,

BC, Canada.
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Heat waves analysis
(Identify different indices)

Heat Waves

Seasonal disease analysis

Crop Disease ENSO

Seasonal crop yield analysis

Crop yield variation based on region 
(K-means)

Disease risk variation
(Dispersal, development)

Crop heat stress variation
(Spatial coverage)

Crop growth vs crop heat stress
(Copula-Bayesian Network)

Daily disease risk prediction 
(Bayesian network learning)

Spatial crop yield forecasting
(Cluster-based PCR)

Spatial crop yield mapping 
ENSO crop yield gap mapping

Daily disease risk forecasting
Model-based spray strategies

Identify regional crop heat stress
Spatial crop heat stress mapping 

Extreme weather condition mapping
Model Forecasting

Statistical Modeling

Geospatial Analysis

Time Series Analysis 

Figure 5.1 A general overview of analytical approaches and how they were employed
in the various models.
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Another issue is about developing a farming strategy that considers a set of climate

risks together to improve Canadian agriculture producer’s decision makings. In this

dissertation, we had assessed three separate climate risks on Canada’s agricultural

areas in seasonal (ENSO), short-term (heatwaves), and emergent disease (powdery

mildew). Inter-relationship between these climate risks and their impacts on Canada’s

crops still not clear. In Chapter 2, we had shown a spatial pattern of significant

ENSO forcing on crop yield variability on the Canadian prairies. Strong ENSO

years often results in a more variability of temperature and precipitation during the

growing season, which can cause more uncertainty in heatwave and disease risks on

crops. In Chapter 3, we assessed the impacts of heat stress on the development

of regional crops across the Canada sectors and the disease risk had assessed in

Chapter 4. Model performance of the Bayesian network in disease risk prediction in

Chapter 4 shows model performance in higher in non-drought years. Model sensitivity

of disease incidence in warm and cold years indicates the development of disease

incidence varied by temperature variability. In Chapter 4, we presented a model-based

fungicide spray program for disease control. The efficiency of fungicide spray has

varied by the uncertainty of precipitation/irrigation, which is also a common strategy

for reducing the negative impacts of heat stress on crop growth. How to generalize

an optimal strategy that considering a set of multiple weather risks together and

support Canada’s agricultural producer to make better decisions in their farming

practices is worth future attention. Besides, the communications between scientific

experts and Canadian agricultural producers and work together to support future

researches also worth attention. The fungicide spray program we presented in Chapter

4 provides suggestions for fungicide spray up to 6 strategy days. The open suggestions

provided from our model-based fungicide program allows agricultural producers to

improve decision-making by combing their agricultural behaviors and agricultural

benefits with model-based fungicide spray suggestions rather than focus on suggestions

from experts to apply for fungicide spray program in a specific way and time. We

strongly hope this can help to improve the communications between scientific experts

and Canadian agriculture producers work together to improve agricultural practices.

Scientific experts can have a better understanding of the concerns from agricultural

producers, helps to guide future researches, and improves the applications of model-

based programs. At the same time, agricultural producers know better the potential

agricultural risks on their farms and help to support future researches by providing

application feedbacks and long-term high-quality data.
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Chapter 6

Achieved

6.1 Publications

1. Weixun Lu, Nathaniel K Newlands, Odile Carisse, David E Atkinson, and Alex J

Cannon. Disease risk forecasting with bayesian learning networks: Application

to grape powdery mildew (erysiphe necator) in vineyards. Agronomy, 10(5):622,

2020

2. Weixun Lu, David E Atkinson, and Nathaniel K Newlands. Enso climate risk:

predicting crop yield variability and coherence using cluster-based pca. Modeling

Earth Systems and Environment, 3(4):1343–1359, 2017

3. Nathaniel K Newlands, Weixun Lu, and Tracy A Porcelli. Downscaling of regional

climate scenarios within agricultural areas across canada with a multivariate,

multisite model. In Interdisciplinary Topics in Applied Mathematics, Modeling

and Computational Science, pages 335–340. Springer, 2015

6.2 Leadership

1. Section co-chair and organizer. Organized a presentation session and provide

two presentation talks of ENSO and Grape disease risk forecasting in the TIES

2019 conference (2019).

2. Supervising of a Heatwave Activities project, ”Spatial and temporal analysis

of heatwave activities across the Canadian agricultural regions using a copula-

Bayesian network model” (In processing, 2020).
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3. Supervising of a Powdery Mildew Risk Forecasting project, ”Disease Risk Fore-

casting with Bayesian Learning Networks: Application to Grape Powdery Mildew

(Erysiphe necator) in Vineyards”, which includes supervising an internship stu-

dent for spatial-temporal mapping and climate data mining using R (2019).

4. R code supervising of a coffee leaf rust forecasting model. Open government R

statistical code licence and provide R code helps to other agriculture research

groups (2019).

5. Member of American Statistical Association. Provided a presentation talk of

powdery mildew diseaes risk forecasting in the JSM 2018 conference (2018).

6. Co-Supervising of a Crop Disease Risk Modeling project, ”Model-Based Fore-

casting of Agricultural Crop Disease Risk at the Regional Scale, Integrating

Airborne Inoculum, Environmental, and Satellite-Based Monitoring Data” 2018,

which includes supervising a co-op student from other research team for disease

modeling using R and spatial-temporal mapping (2018).

6.3 Professional Development and Training

1. TIES 2019 (The International Environmetrics Society), Kunming, China, (Au-

gust 26th - August 27th).

2. Weather station installation at a winery in Okanagan region. Kelowna, BC (May

2019).

3. JSM 2018 (Joint the Statistics Meeting 2018), Vancouver, BC (July 27th -

August 4th).

4. Summer School on Mathematical and Statistical Model Uncertainty 2018, Van-

couver (July 22nd - July27th).

5. Security Awareness Web-based Training (AGR-620) 2018, Agriculture and Agri-

Food Canada (Feb 7th).

6. Security Awareness Training (A-230) 2018, The Canada School of Public Service

(CSPS) (Jan 30th).
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